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THE FOURTH DAY

YESTERDAY'3 RACES.

the Trots George
Landers and Missile the

Ed. Wlnship
'.

Running Event.
Tho first event on the program was
thj free for all pace, the entries being
Ed. Wlnship, Nancy King and Dudle
EgmorK. 't he result was as follows:
Ed. Wlnship
:..l,2 21 21
Nancy King ..'....;.'...'
3 3 3
Dudle Egmont
2:23
2:23
Time 2:24
Mile Dash Entries Joe
Xf., Crozier, George Landers and Billy
Heal;. ;, In the draw for positions.
George Landers got the pole and won
the dasli with comparative ease. Billy
Hcsfc was second ; Joe D., the favorite.
third, and Crozier fourth. Time, 1:05.
Firlongs En
Five and
tries Stella. Missile and Gillespie. The
flrct horso was badly distanced, and
the race between Missile and Gillespie
was very close and exciting, the latter
winning by about a length. Time,
.
1:07; :;: ,
'.
i

Another Large Crowd of Interested
Spectators at the Big Fair.

Won

V

2--

Five-eight-

MONTEZUMA BALL LAST NIGHT
The Great Callahan Could Not Prevent Defeat for
Albuquerque at Base Ball.

.

One-eight- hs

r

PROGRAM FOR THIS. EVENING AND TOMORROW

".-

-

.

-- CLAY, MeGONNIGAL

Albuquerque may at future fairs
have larger crowd3. than were present
In the cify yesterday, hut the city will
never entertain a happier lot of people.
Tho exercises of the big exhibition
liegan early and lasted until midnight.
There was a surfeit of sports and
amusements, aud everybody voted the
whole day a big success In funtnaking.
The parade was the largest and best
ever witnessed In the territory, and
only one accident, that to Mr. Joy, occurred to mar the pleasures of the day.
The weather Is perfect. This was
arranged ly the clerk of the weather
when the morning stars first sang to-

gether.

Today Ihere Is a large crowd at the
fair grounds enjoying the races and

ball game.
Tonight the Elks will hold high carnival and fun and frolic will rule the

streets.

SPORTS

IN

PROGRESS.

Base Ball Game Horse Racing Broncho Busting Contest. The base ball players are at U again
this afternoon, with Wicker pitching
for Albuquerque, and Gibson for El
.,
Paso.
Pace Shecam, Wlnfleld
Stratton and Primrose.
2:30 Pace Bonnie Treasure, Fairy
Medium, Pay Day, Capt. Carey, Mlnne-tonkFree-for-A-

Seven-eighthMile Dash Missile,
Royal T and Gillespie.
The fourth event will be a broncho
busting contest.
s

TONIGHT'S PROGRAM.
Elks' Parade

Confetti Battle Mask
Ball Midway Events.
7:30 p. m. Carnival night. Elks'
, parade, assisted by 200 Navajo In-

dians; confetti battle; everybody
masks; town will be wide open to everybody; this is the night that everybody goes. Bo sure and get your
share.
9:30 p. m. Mask ball at Colombo
hall.
to
the midway.
7 p. m.

11 p. m.

Amusements on

GREAT YEIBECHI DANCE.
Will Be Given by Navajo Indians on

Railroad Avenue Tonight.
The Navajo Indians will, tonight, on
Railroad avenue, give a part of their
great Yeibechl dance, led by one of the
Kasuse brothers, celebrated tribe war-

riors.

It requires nice nights to give the
dance, and only under certain circumstances of evil, or by direction of
,
the four white chiefs,' Richard.
John and Clayton Wetherell, for
whom the Navajoes will do anything,
van they be Induced to dance In pubWin-slow-

lic.

Tradition, as Interpreted by Win-sloWetherell, tells us that Yeibechi
was an Immense giant devil, who Indulged in everything mean, and controlled the evil acta of the Indians, and
as this particular dance was of his liking, and in order to please him and
hasten his departure, the Indians always give the dance jubt prior to hU
coming, which occurs at certain regular periods, regulated by the sun.
As he never appears within sight.
It is supposed his coming is at night,
and so as to enable him to see, large
fires are prepared to throw light upon
the dancers.
This dance was begun at Pueblo
on the night of the 13th and will
'
ue kept up until the 21st. The chant
is also supposed to please his devilship
and is entered into very earnestly.
Bo-nit- o

THREE STRAIGHT.

guers. Seme thought so to the extent
of several dollars, and once, more, as
on the two previous days. El Paso's
backers got a little more easy money.
There is no game so uncertain as
bosc ball, nor so fascinating, which Is
the reason that it is the great American favorite pastime. The unexpected
always happens and yesterday's game
wa3 no exception.
Ie reality Callahan pitched the bet
ter game of the two men, but the hits
made off him by El Paso were made
when hits meant runs. On the other
hand, Albuquerque outbatted their
but with the exception of one
time, when Vorhes made a three bagger and afterwards scored the only
run, their hits went for naught. The
game was very exciting and was no
sure thing for El Paso until the eighth
Inning, when, with two men on bases,
Gear laced a stinger past center for
the circuit of bases, and piled up three
tallies on top of the two they scored
In the fifth Inning on two errors and a
two and three base hit. In this inning
three men were left on bases, through
good head work of Callahan.
Vorhes, the only amateur who took
part in yesterday's game, and a great
favorite in New Mexico, again demon
strated his ability to hold his own
with the best of them. He pulled down
several short field flies, some of which
were difficult, and handled ground
balls perfectly. His head work is at
all times good and he stings the leath
er as often as the best. His three base
hit yesterday was a beauty and was
loudly cheered.
Dale Gear is a star pitcher, but If
there are any fielders who are any bet
ter than he the fans out this way
would like to Bee them. Anything in
the air in his territory and sometimes
In the territory of others, is surely a
"dead rabbit." He Is modest, quiet
and gentlemanly, as well as being a
star player and an excellent judge of
ball players.
It can truly be said that all the players participating In this tournament
have behaved perfectly, which demon-stratethat base ball Is being elevat
ed. It is the cleanest, healthiest sport
known, and it is pleasant to know
that the better element Is coming to
the fore as its star players.
There are two games to be played
yet, and there is still hopes of our
team landing a winner. There are
some people willing to place their
money so.
Who wouldn't be a base ball fan!
The following is the tabulated score
of the game:
El Paso.
II
E
R
PLAYERS
0
0
0
Kerwln, right field
1
0
0
Farrell, second base
0
1
1
Miller, left field
0
0
0
Nance, third base
1
0
0
Grady, first base
1
1
0
Beville, catcher
1
1
0
Gear, center field
1
1
0
Lewee, short stop
0
0
0
Flaherty, pitcher

WON.

He Captured tho Roping Contctt

J. C.

Carroll Second.
. '..The , roping
content in the large
arena at the fair yetterdny afternoon
was won by Clay McGonnlgal, of Ros- wellr
The broad shouldied muscular cow- ,

.

,
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Albuquerque.
PLAYERS
Strang, right field
Bay, center field
McCarthy, left field
Williams, third base
Chance, first base
Kling, catcher
Tinker, short stop
Vorhes, second base
Callahan, pitcher
Total

0

0

1

Score by innings.
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5
0
El Paso
The Crack Albuquerque Team Pawned Albuquerque ....0
Again Yesterday Afternoon.
Umpire Cunningham.
El Paso. 4; Albwiuerque, 1,
Mrs. Nora Pearson, of Socorro, is in
Everybody1 hopes wer raised when
they heard that the great Callahan the city. She has friends here who
was to pitch for Albuquerque. Calla- are making her visit pleasant.
han, who shut the Detroit Tigers out
F. H. Donahue, of Flagstaff, where
without hit or tun, would Jiave easy he Is well known and popular, Is in the
picking with a bunch of minor lea city today.

.

ON RAILROAD

dominating. She wore a gilded crown.
The king's robes were, modern and
They were of fine,
more gorgeous.
rich material and purplet green and
gold In color. He also wore a crown
of gold.
The t?.:or.e was rather modest. It
was raised lrcm the floor only slightly.
Rich oriental rusa and tapestry of
golden color, cushioned and canopied
the royal ctotlon. Tho royal court engaged in a pretty drill before the
throne to slow measured music.
The crand march, led by Samuel
Picard and Miss IlcFle, of La Cruces,
followed. After a fow circles of the
hall, the guests joined in and the
'
" .
dancing was on.
Tne maids v. eve those who attended
tho queen in tie mornlns the Misses
Wllley, Miss Stevens, Miss Fitch, Miss
McFle and Miss Taseher.
The winsome Catherines vere again the flower
girls and tho Grlraaer . children the
pages.
'
The gentlemen in watting on the
king were Messrs. Spencer, McPher- son, Bell, Shaw, Matson and Lester;
the dancers, Messrs. Picard, Brooks,
Hunt, Alger, Hertzog and Frost.
The dancing programs" were pretty
folders, set
unique cardboard
off with cord and pencil of royal
color. It consisted of sixteen Tegular
dances and four extras, and bore the
Inscription, "First Annual Ball, Alva- '

gtlt-ege-

d

THOS. S. HUBBELL.
King Montezuma of the Fair.

2-- 5

e

e

.

,
e
relay
Indian pony
race. Twenty-fivIndiana and 125
ponies will participate In this event,
and it will be one of the notable feat-ure- a
Twenty-fivgorof the fair.
geously painted Indian braves mount
ed on twenty-five- ,
sturdy
ponies, will start in a bunch and each
horse will be ridden around the half
mile course twice. At the end of each
mile the horses will be changed. The
transfer of saddles and strappings will
be made directly in front of the grand
stand, so that the spectators will get a
good view of the excited bucks in mak
ing tho changes. It will be great fun.
4:30 p. m. Bronco roping by In
dians. This feature of amusement
created lots of fun last year.
7:30 p. m. Grand final Indian races
and Indian dances on Railroad avenue.
The Midway attractions will be in
progress during the entire evening.
9:00 p. m. Banquet and Initiations
at the Shrlners' hall.

4

p. m.
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MISS MActL HUNT.
Queen Tecslco of the Fair.
--

rado

Hotel,

Thursday,

October

16,

1902."

was

The following buffet luach
served:
Bouillon cn Tasse
Salted Almonds
Ollvta
Fried Oysters
Chicken Croquettes

Sweetbread Cutlets
Ham

Boned Turkey en Gelee
Tongue

Salads of Chicken
Lobster and Potato

Bread and Butter Slices

business,.

Assorted Cake
Lemon Sherbet

BALL.

Held at the Alvarado Last night and
Was a Grand Affair.
Thnt magnificent hostelry, "Alva
rado," the pride of the people of Albu
querque, was formally opened last
night by the Montezuma tall and re
ception.
An electric fountain sprayed rain
tows on the front lawn under the rays
of a powerful searchlight placed in po
sition over the front entrance arch
way.
The broad verandas were thronged
with eager sightseers and admirers
The spacious diniiiR room had leen
cleared for the occasion and many
minutes before the arrival of the queen,
was Jined with hundreds of elegantly
dressed ladles and handsome gentle
men in conventional dreas. Evergreen,
palms and ferns were artlstlcly arranged around the ball room and lob
by. The mellow opalesc ent electrolcers
cast a rich glow over the polished floor
and elegant surroundings.
The king, Sheriff T. S. Huhbell. as
Montezuma, due to arrive at 10 o'clock,
was some minutes late. The guests
were all present and in position. At
10:15 Professor Di Mauro'B orchestra
The king's
announced the coming.
courtiers entered the ball room from
the hotel lobby. His mapesty entered
immediately afterward and proceeded
to the throne in the south end of the
hall, after hesitating in front of the
as if making
throne a few moim-utsure that it was in readiness to receive her majesty. Miss Mabel Hunt,
as Queen Tecalco. King Montezuma
then returned to the lot by entrance,
where he met the gut en and escorted
her to the throne, paid homage and
took a seat proffered him at her right.
The queen was followed by her court
of ladies and pages. The queen's costume was in the style of olden times.
It was modest in color and fine of text- ure. YellJO and light blue silk pre- -

Lemonade
Cafe Noir
Manager Klooz and his able assist
ants. Including E. C. Wltteburg, tho
popular steward of 'the hotel, did
everything in their power to please
the dancers at the ball last night.
f

BOXING CONTEST.

ARBITRATION

FOR

l" V ii

1

"

Preslil8ntRf:s:l'sP::!:!

,

Wests Aj;rcr:L

MISERS V0T1X3 FC.V

five-mil-
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till

Kitcheasr Cc:s iq
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y
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long-winde- d

Boost for Base Ball and the Zl Paso
Carnival.
There is little doubt now that a $2.- 000 championship base ball series will
be a feature of El Paso's coming mid
winter carnival in January, and, of
course, It will be practically for Albuquerque's special benefit The El Paso
people attached an Importance to the
1902 Albuquerque fair that has never
been manifest before, and not only did
they send a ball team that plays championship ball, but they sent along carnival rooters and advertising matter
that have stirred the town.
' "Now that we stand to win your
purse ".said one of the gentlemen yesterday, "we propose to show we are
good fellows by offering you a chance
to' win a bigger one at our carnival."
The idea is generally liked here and
will probably receive support.
The El Paso people are a hustling
lot, and their clever Idea of present
ing bunches of keys on which was
stamped "Return to El Paso carnival.
1903,- - "To the big mid
January
way" and "To sunshine in January,"
took like wild fire. Every other passer
by wore one, and the demand was far
greater than could be supplied. "We
could have placed 10,000 instead of
if we but had them," said Secre
tary Massey, of the El Paso Carnival
association. Their other methods of
advertising Included the distribution
of thousands of dodgers at the fair
grounds, prodigal use of the carnival
colors and carnival talk, and the dls
play of their big banner at Railroad
avenue and Second street.
The El Psbo show this year will be
a big affair, probably the largest of its
kind In the west, and will Include an
elaborate reproduction of the electri
cal night pageants of eastern cities
Mexican bull fights, wild west features,
drills by United States Infantry, cav
airy and artillery, a $2,500 rock drill
tn contest, an Immense enclosed mid- v.a;, a score of free attractions, etc.
A

gib.
T'ue sight seers had plenty of money Sandwiches of Deviled Ham,,
Tongue and Chicken
and the midway attractions did a good
MONTEZUMA

'

BASE BALL CARNIVAL

Na-vajo-

boys, appearing in the characteristic
garb of the plains, mounted on their
fine-- cow horses, gave an exhibition of
skill in roping that greatly pleased
the immense crowd.
F. G. Blake' was the first to "try his
art in roping. A large black and white
steer was turned out of tho corral. As
soon as he caught sight of the rider he
was off on a run. Blake threw his
rope high in the air settling over one
horn and the hind leg. The steer be
gan to circle and loosened the hold,
Blake was after him again, hotter than
before, his bold was so good thiB time
that ha was dismounted, as the steer
went down. He was on his horse again
in a second and this time the steer was
down for good. The time was 2:2S
Te second man, George Craig, gave
an exhibition of roping with all its
natural difficulties. There was no act
ing or performing, but was the real
article. A vicious looking white bull
fell to his lot. Across the arena they
went on a. dead run. Swinging his
rope high be got a good drop, in fact it
was so good that rider, horse and steer
all went down at the same time. The
horse and steer were on their feet by
the time Craig picked himself up. All
three were ready for business. The
rluer mounted and displayed his injured feelings by giving the steer a bard
throw. vBy the time he had his Vteer
securely tied just two minutes and
thlity-flvseconds had elapsed.
A large red steer was turned out for
J. C. Carroll to try his Bkill on. The
rope went over his head catching only
the horn. The steer was on to the
ropes and broke away. Carroll was
given a second steer; this time hit
brow caught the ster right, and with
a quick turn he was on his head. The
tie was made In forty-fivand a half
seconds, winning second prize.
A. C. Kyles made a pretty and effective throw, but he was too slow in
throwing his rope. The steer was a
wise old plainer and his curves kept
the cowboy guessing. He stayed with
the steer and made the tie in 1:03.
After a spotted steer Tom Crowe
went flying across the field. His first
throw was no good; the second made
good at the center of the field after a
circle of the. whole arena.
He tied
in 1:33.
The seventh man to try the contest
was an Indian. Swinging his rope he
fallowed the steer across the arena
and got him near the fence. The steer
on one side and the Indian on the other had a tug of war. The Indian after
a great deal of difficulty brought the
steer inside. With a quick turn the Indian made a throw, but it required the
assistance of another brave to handle

The Midway attractions will be open
during the morning and a band will
make music on the grounds.
At 1:30 p. m. Horse Taclng will begin at the fair grounds.
2 p. m. Base ball game.
Same
teams that played today with a change
of pitchers.
3:45 p. m. Mounted cavalry drill
and sham battle at fair grounds by
troop F, Fourteenth United States car-air-

AVENUE.

Military Drill Indian Dances and Midway Attractions.
As early as 6:30 o'clock last even-inpeople began gathering on Railroad avenue to witness the feats of the
program arranged. At 8 o'clock it was
estimated that 10,000 people were on
the streets.
T.ie first number on the program
was an excellent exhibition of Butts'
manual drill by a dismounted squad of
troop F, of the Fourteenth cavalry,
under command of Lieutenant Reed.
iThe watch fires were lighted and a
big black mob of dusky warriors appeared on West Rftilroad avenue. Elec
tric search lights played on them as
the advance towaijj (he crowds near
Third and Second streets The glaring
lights shlnlnp on the swarthy complexions of the advancing Indians, decked
in gorgeous paints, shining sliver ornaments and feathers, made a very Interesting and thrilling scene. ,. The
dance was the Yeibechi. It is the
fall festival dance and has been
In progress several weeks. About 8:30
the watch fires burned low and the
Navajos departed to their smoking
tepees west of the city.
were then attracted to
-- The crowds
the different amusements in progress.
Some went to the midway, some went
to the circus, a few to the smoker at
Colombo hall and others went to the
Montezuma ball.
The people were thickest on the midway. The band discoursed music and
the show cr'.ers harangued their feat
ures In their fascinating and attractive
g

-

Total

the stoer. After released he stood and
nnwril tho enrth. This wn iinriniilitaH.
ly the most vicious one in the whole'
.
lot. ' ..'
Clay McGonnlgal. the winner of the
firBt prize, went after a big roan. The
steer was fast and a couple of small!
circles was made before McGonnlgal
had a ciiance to throw his rope. A
cleaner throw could not have been
made. Leaping from his horse which
was well trained and kept a tight rope.
he made a speedy tie in 45 seconds. '
The quickest throw wes mndo by an
Indian, Platero. His steer was a spotted one and he rode a large black
horse.' This scene, on account of the
contrasting colors, was picturesque. A
short distance from the corral the In
dian threw his rope It caught the
steer square and with a quick turn of
the rope ho was down. It was no doubt
the quickest throw, but he lost time in
Using.
".'
J. W. Bullard, another Indian, a man
named Wagner and Wetherell all were
given an opportunity but either failed
to cet'a hold or were away ont of the
'
limit. '
The roping was no acting, or performance from rehearsal?, but was an
actual contest between man and
beast. The crowd were cheering continually. There were many amusing Incidents, as well as tie interesting and
fcBclnating life cf tha plainsmen.
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Wllkesbarre, Oct lt-- All
th local
throughout the anthracite coal fMda
are engaged today In electing dele
gates to the mine workers' convention
to be held here next Monday far tho
purpose of considering the acceptance
of the plan of arbitration submitted by
Presldent Roosevelt. These meetings
are being held la accordance with tha
call sent out yesterday by the three ex- -'
ecutive boards. There la nothing oa
the surface at this time to Indicate
that the arbitration scheme will not.
be accepted,
'

.

..

Favor Arbitration.
Mt Carmel, Pa., Oct 17. Twenty
meetings of locals Of the United Mine
Workers held in this region today and
delegates to the Wllkesbarre conven
tion were chosen. In nearly every la-stance the delegates were instructed
to follow the advice of President,
Mitchell and tho district of" Cera, i
.
'
Kitchener Qoes te India,
London, Oct. 17. Lord Kitchener '
started today fqr India to assume cobs- mand of the British forces' there. He
goes by way of Parts and will risit :
Khartoum. Absolute secrecy la main- talned regarding all the arrangements
for his departure, so be got away un.

k:x'Sf:"':.

noticed.
--v-

-

Hotel Burned.

v

.:.

"

today.

N.

Loss, $200,000.
Bond

...'.

Purchase.

Washington,
Oct 17. Secretary
Shaw has directed the treasury department to give notice that it will purchase today and tomorrow 4-- per cent
bonds of 1920 at 137.
RUN OVER BY HACK.

Leonard Dunning the Victim of Reckless Driving.
Leonard Dunning, the 10 year old
son of H. L. Dunning, of The Citizen
job
department, was fatally Inby
being
jured
run '. down by
a cab yesterday afternoon near the
fair grounds.
The little fellow was crossing the
street, when about the middle the cab
struck him. He fell under the wheels
both wheels passing over his shoulders
and breast. The cab driver drove oa
as though nothing had happened.
Little Leonard Dead.
The cruel wheels of the back, driven
by a reckless, heartless driver, did
their work, and little Leonard,' the
bright son of Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Dunning, now lies cold Iq death, his sufLION COFFEE,
ferings coming to' an end at noon toIt Is Not Glazed, and Yet the Best In day. Funeral arrangements will be
announced In The Cltisen tomorrow
the Market
One of the most striking booths at afternoon.
floral hall Is that of the Lion coffee,
Lawn Tennis.
M. O'Brien is In charge and Mrs. K.
HolllBter defeated Newman yesterStevenson is doing the demonstrating,
If you will stop and let the lady serve day easily in straight sets.
Brooks, of this city, and S. T. Reyyou a cup of the delicious coffee she
will demonstrate that Lion coffee is nolds, of Socorro, play singles today.
on a par with the highest priced blend The winner will play Stamm. he haved coffees, and she will also say to you ing gained his position without comtha L. B. Putney, the wholesale grocer petition by default ot Davis, of Las
has the exclusive agency for the goods Vegas.
Knapp and Raynolds, of Socorro,
in New Mexico
s,
to meet Rolls and Avery, of
were
represented
the
in
Mr. Putney was
today.
In
doubles
parade yesterday with a handsome
float decorated with Lion coffee and
Postponed.
Thousands of samGold Coin flour.
The meeting of the Territorial Press;
were
distributed
ples of the coffee
association, which waa to have been
among the people yesterday from Mr. held at the Alvarado yesterday, has
Putney's wagon.
been postponed until next January,
Lion fancy roasted coffee Is Import- and will meet at banta Fe during the
Spice
ed and roasted by the Woolson
convening of the next legislature. By
co., Toledo. Ohio, and is guaranteed order of the president. Nestor Mon-toy- a.
to please the most fastidious tastes.
Other coffees are glazed, the Lion cofLunar Eclipses.
fee is not. If. glazing helps coffee, why
glazed.
Is not the famous Mocha-JavThere can be but three lunar acllpsea
in a year. Four eclipses of the sua can,
House Breakers In Evidence.
place, in which case there are
take
A bouse on North Fifth street was never more than two lunar eclipses.
broken into last night and a lot of Should the sun suffer an eclipse such
ladies clothing stolen. Entrance was as occurred last night It would be foleffected through a rear window, while lowed by a sudden change la the
the people were out seeing the many weather and very likely by a severe
attractions.
storm. The eclipse of the moon will'
plunderers were has been discovered, have no such effect '
the window, but no due as to who the
plunderers were has ben discovered.
The Citizen learns that C. El French,
The loss was not very large, but the who for the past year or two has bees
mstter will be thoroughly investigat- - In the employ of John Becker at Beleo,
intends to leave snortly.
.

.

Tom and Jim Met Last Night at the
Colombo Hall.
Tom Kin: ley. of Denver, and Jim
Flynn gave a clean exhibition of boxing at Colombo hall last night.
Kinsley had the advantage over
Flynn with his long reach and swift
left Jab3 which were usually effective.
A small house witnessed the exhibi-

tion of ten rounds to a draw.
Flynn, who fought low, straightened
up In the last few rounds and landed
some clever blows.
"Kid" Brooks, of Denver, was ref
eree and Mr. Probst was time keeper.
Kinsley aud Flynn are 158 pound
middleweight
and not long since
made a fifteen round draw out of one
of the best fights ever seen In Pueblo,
Colo.

Flynu Is the champion middleweight
of Utah.
SHRINER'S

DAY.

d

do-lag-

,i--

:,'.,.

Wa-trou-

a

Tomorrow Will be Another Day In the
Annals of the Fair Association.
Saturday will be "Shrlners Day."
and although it will the last day of
annual fair,' it will
the twenty-seconnot be the hast by any means. Hundreds of nobles from the neighboring
cities are going to be present and participate In the festivities of the day.
They will parade on the streets at 10
a. m. Some will ride on camels and
others will walk. There will be big
',- -

..

Oct. ..17 The
Grand hotel at Point Chautaqua. one
of the largest and finest hotels around
Chautauqua Lake, was , burned early
.Jamestown,'
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Proprietors.

Opposite ALVAKAtO

HOTEL

(ng sure defeat he declined to make
the race. At Laa Crucea a few years
ago, Mr. Joseph waa not so modest.
McCKElGHT, Publisher
HUGHES
He crowded Fergnsson out ot the race
Editor by threatening to bolt if he waa not
Tboa. Hushes
W. T. M'.Crelgbt, Mgr. and City Editor nominated. Mr. Fergusson was crowded into accepting the nomination this
year by men In his party who wish to
Published Daily and Weakly.
see him defeated.

.

Manuel Pino has declined to accept
the republican nomination for represpa
ten
Prcaa
at
di
aftarnaan
fraaanatad
City and County Circulation sentative from Socorro county, and the
Ttto Laroeat Naw Maxlco Circwlatior county central committee has substiLarge
Northern Ariiona Circulation tuted D. A. Ortega for the position. Mr.
Ortega Is one of the brightest youn?
Ooptea of tnl paper may bo founa men In that county, and If elected will
M file at 'aiDlnirton In 10 office ot do good work for his constituents.
vnr pedal correspondent, B. O. Big-er118 V a treet. N. W Washington,
NEW MEXICO FAIR.
O. U.
The Denver Republican always says
New Mexico demands Statehood kind words about New Mexico, and
Congrats.
from the
haa the following concerning the terri

Lrgt

Fifty-Sevent-

h

torial fair:

Term a of Subscription:

New Mexico fair, now In pro
la the leading
annual exposition in that part of the
southwest. It attracts attention all
over both New Mexico and Arizona,
and It is an excellent means of advertising the resources of those terri
tories.
'The people of Albuquerque are lib
eral ana generous in preparing for the
For Delegate 0 Congress
annual visit of many strangers aa well
aa residents of the adjacent country.
They appreciate the advantage to their
city as well as to New Mexico and Ari
zona of this exhibition of the products
of the country, and no one can visit
Albuquerque during the progress of
the fair without being impressed by
the enterprise of the people and the
abundant provision nature haa made
for great and prosperous states to be
.,
erected within the limits of New Mex
,
,
ico and its neighbor.
"Denver people as a rule seem to
have overlooked the New Mexico
fair, although it is talked about every
year and the papers have had much to
say concerning its attractions and ad
vantages. It is unfortunate that this
is true, for a good way for Denver people to put themselves in touch with
New Mexico and Arizona is to attend
this fair and become acquainted with
the people of the southwest whom
they would In that way encounter. Visitors from this city would find much
both to Interest and to instruct them
concerning the resources of the counB. 8. RODEY.
try by examining the mineral andd ag
x
of Bernalillo County.
ricultural exhibits they would see. We
sure that many of them would be
are
Registration will close next Tuesday surprised
to find the territories of New
night.
Mexico and Arizona so rich and so well
Tho Elks carnival tonight will lie a equipped for future growth and development."
rousing funmaker.
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This la Elks day and tomorrow the
Bhrlners will have charge of the city.

""The

gress in Albuquerque,

Telegram Received Complimenting
the illustrated Citizen.
W. T. McCrelght, of the Citizen, today received a telegram from a friend
In Pueblo, Colo., complimenting the illustrated fair memorial edition of The
Citizen. The telegram Is as follows:
"Pueblo. Colo.. Oct 16. The Citizen
of October 13 Just received In delayed
mall. Had the paper been published
In New York or Chicago It would need
no comment. Coming, as it docs, from
a town of 12,000 people, all I can eay
Is,' "Its a corker." Allow me to congratulate you, Mac. Fift thousand
cop!cs If this Issue sratiereJ throughout the east would mran big things for
Albuquerque and I hopo the people
there realize the fact and act on it."
Johnny Bell Married.
John II. Bell, messenger for the
Wells-Farg- o
Express company on the
Lamy branch, and Miss Carrie Hesch,
the youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
P. Ilesch, of the soma aide, Mr. Hesch
being the proprietor of the Santa Fe
planing mill, were married yesterday
forenoon at Guadalu;ie church by the
Rev. A. Reyberolle. They left this
to take in he fair and to visit
They will make
Mr. Bell'a parents.
Santa Fe their residence. New Mexican.
The groom is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
L. S. Bell, of this c'.ty.
Ills many
friends extend to him congratulations.
Newcomer's for carnival fun.
o

With a few bottles or our celebrated
"Pllsener" beer, and a nice large piece
of ' Diamond Ice," In your refrigerator,
ycu can enjoy life these warm daya.
Try it. Southwestern Brewery St Ice
Co.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

CORKER.

A

Pills and Plasters
Perfumes and Toilet Articles
Cigars and Soda Water

U

A

MININQ

ENGINEER.

Fair Week Bargains That

'
V. V. CLARK.
and metallurgical
n1nr. 101
West Gold avenue, n. juquerque, N. M.
Specialties Reports, surveys and maps;
plsns and reduction works; mines snfl
mining Investments; seconu hsnJ mining
machinery; custom assaying snrt analysis.
Mining- -

Will Amaze Our Visitors!

OSTEOPATHY.
Dr. Conner.
Poet grad-iatof Dr. A. T. BUM' Bshool
of Osteopathy, Klrkvllle, Ma Lung trouble and all chronio diRrnsrs a specialty.
Office, Whiting building, rooms 21 and
ZJ; Automatlo telephone, 164.
DENTIST3
Edmund J. Alter, C. D. 8.
806 Railroad avenue. Ofllce hours,
8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to
5:00 p. m. Telephone 4G2. Appointments made by mall.

And illustrate to them why'this mi
great in the public favor. Muiiclny.

8 a m., we hh.iU commence :t BJX-DASALE of
f:vl antf winter stylf-- in Dress Goodp,
bright,
Silks, Dry Goods.Ladies'.Reacly-to-Woa- r
Garments,
Millinery, Men's Clothing, KtiTiushings ard FootY

n-'-

a

LAWYERS
8. Rodey
ATTORIHilT-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N
M. Prompt attention given to all business
pertaining' to the profession. Will practice In all courts of the territory and
the United Btates land office.
M. Bond

F street. N.
r. C. Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, csvlats, letters patent, trade marks, claims.
William D. Lee
ATTORNET-AT-1jAOlflje, room I
N. T. Armljo building. 'Will piactlce It
all tUe courts of the territory.
R. W. L. Bryan
ATTORNEY
Albuquerque, N.
M. Office, First National 1'anK bulldinf
. F rank W. Clancy
ATTORNEY-- , a LAW, rooms I and K
ATTORN
W., Washington,

T-LAW,

--

N. T. Armljo buUdlnc, Albuquerque, N.M

E. W. Dobson
Offlea,
ATTORNEY
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
T-LAW.

well

ffom

John H. Stlngle,
ATTORNEr-AT-LA-

Albuquerque,

N. At.

Cromwell block

PHYSICIAN
The popular and enterprising music
dealers. Hall & Learnard. have Just ret!. J. E. Bronson
ceived a thousand caps, to be distributHomeopathlo Physician,
Room 17,
Waiting Block.
ed gratis. Ask for one.
M. D. . .
ARTHUR
MACOMBER,
"DIAMOND ICE."
Whiting Building. "
Night Calls.
Hall & Learnard s booth will be one
DR. E. N. WILSON,
of the features of the exhibit hall. It
Physician and Surgeon, Rooms
Is artistically decorated and they will
Building, Albuquerque.
Office
display several of their instruments. ' Grant 1
Hours to 3 p.m. Colorado 'phone 129.
JEMEZ A SULPHorf HOT SPRINGS
W. L. Brackett & Co.,
8TAGE LINE.
new
the
blacksmiths on Copper aveCarries the U. B. man; only line with nue, between Second
and Third streets,
a change of stock en route; good rigs,
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquer have received a new rubber tiring
que every Tuesday, 1'hursday and Sat machine and guarantee their work.
urday at 5 a. m. For particulars ad- They do horseshoeing as a specialty.
dress W. L. Trimble w Co., agents, Al"DIAMOND ICE."
buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprietor, Jemei.
o
NOTICE OF 8PECIAL MEETING
Wanted.
School teacher for district No. 3, pre- Of the Stockholders of the Montezuma,
cinct No. 3, of Jarales, Valencia coun8avings, Loan" and Building Asty. Address all communications to
sociation of Albuquerque,
Christopher Schcelc, clerk of board of
New Mexico.
school directors.
Notice Is hereby given that a meeting of the stockholders of tho MonteOysters
served In any style at the New Eng- zuma Savings, Lonq and Building association will be Tield at the office of
land Bakery, opposite postofflce. .
said association in the city of Albuo
Wanted. Halt a dozen bright boys querque on the 10th day of Novemto sell The Citizen every afternoon. ber, 1902, at 2 o'clock In the afternoon
Call at ofllce between 4 and 6 o'clock of said day.
p. m.
The object of said meeting Is to vote
upon the proposition to Increase the
Demlng haa nst been Incorporated. capital stock of said association from
11,000,000.00 to 11,500,000.00.
Selected Cigars.
A copy of the proposed amendment
BUSINESS VOCALS.
For twenty years joe Richards has
Is as follows:
cigar
a
and
conducted
tobacco
retail
Demlng baa a magnificent school J
"Be It resolved by the stockholders
fctore. For twenty years Mr. Richards
jaiem.
Doming, the railroad center of New has watched closely the brands of to- of the Montezuma Savings, Loan and
bacco and cigars desired by his cus- Building association in a meeting duly
tfaxlco.
Darning, the gateway to the beat tomers, and has equipped his cigar called and assembled that tho articles
art of Old Mexico.
store at 113 Vi West Railroad avenue, of Incorporation of said association
Window shades In all colors and to meet the demand. Railroad boys are be amended by striking out the Becond
305
Railroad
Faber'a.
idtha at Albert
paragraph of Bald
of incorporDeni.ng! Dont overlook it it you requested to make hl3 place headquar- ation, which readsarticles
as follows: 'The
are looking for a sale and paying ta- ters while in the city.
authorized capital of the association
res tment
Delaney's chocolate chips are a de- Is. one million dollars ($1,000,000.00)
Doming, the seat of the n.w county
licious confection. Don't fail to get and shall be divided into ten thousand
ot Luna.
Demicc la tne great mining venter some.
shares of the par value of one hunot the southwest.
dollars each,' and inserting in
dred
McSpadden-Springe- r
iteming haa lncreaaed CO per cent. In
Transfer Co.
the place thereof the following: 'The
population in four years.
Haul anything.
authorized capital of the association
Investments in Demin? lots will
Let us haul your trunks.
is one million five hundred thousand
double an! treble In one year.
Klelnwort'a la the place to get your
Mrs. H. E. hnerman, dressmaker and dollars (11,500,000.00) and shall be dinice fresh steak. Ail kinds ot nice ladies' tailor. No. 217 South Second vided into fifteen thousand shares of
meat.
the par value of one hundred dollars
Doming has now a urge lea plant street.
each.' "
and electrlo light system under conDated this 27th day of September,
You get your money's worth when
tract
1902.
In Doming the demand for rental you buy "Diamond Ice." SouthwestA. B. McMILLEN.
bouses is flvs times in excess of the ern Brewery & Ice Co.
FRANK A. HUBBELL,
supply.
Notice for Publication.
M. W. FLOURNOY.
Demlng has an abnndance of water
(Small Holding Claim No. 17C3.)
tor Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
J. C. BALDRIDGE,
Department of the Interior, United
gardens.
W. II. GILLENWATER,
Buy lota and build In Demlng. Tour
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Directors.
cent,
on
rental returns will be 20 per
Sept. 24. 1902.
the Investment.
Report of the Condition
Notice Is hereby given that the folIn Demlng good sale loans can b lowing named claimant haa filed notice of the Montezuma Savings, Loan and
es
had at better ratea than in the old
of his Intention to make final proof In Building Association of Albuquerque,
tabllshed towns.
Demlng otters the same opportuni- support of his claim under sections 1C New Mexico, at the cloEe of business
ties now that the most pros per out and 17 of the act of March 3. 1891 (26 September 30. 1902.
Resources.
cities In the wH offered sevurai yean Stats., 54), as amended by the act of
ago.
$Gti,000.00
February 21, 1893 127 Stats., 470), and Heal estate loans
Demlng neeaa one hundred new that said proof will be made before Stock loans
770.00
bouses to supply the demand, and the clerk of the probate court at Al- Accounts receivable
708.23
needs them now. This demaud
425.67
buquerque, N. M., on November 10, Advanced members
to grow.
Deming snips over 100,000 head of 1902, viz: Carmel Ruiz de Sandoval
$ti7,903.90
cattle annually; is the center of the in behalf of the heirs of Telesfora Lo
greatest breeding region in the south- pet de Ruiz, for the tract in sections
Laibilities.
$12.8K0.56
west and cattle men all know this.
Nos. 7 and S. Tp. 9 N K. 3 E., New Loan fund
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No. Mexico principal meridian.
ti.077.4ti
Undivided profits
205 South
First street, over the
3,llu.rs
Guaranty
following
fund
witnesses
names
the
He
Hyde Exploring Expedition etore,
thorough to prove his actual continuous adverse Reserve fund
give
Is prepared
to
2S0.27
possession ot eald tract for twenty Individual sundries
scalp
treatment, do bair di
4,494.40
ing. treat corns.
and lu- - years next preceding the survey of the Uncompleted loans
growing nails.
Sh
Due banks and cheeks
cJ massage township, viz:
treatment and m
tig. Mrs. Bam
cash and cash
Gregorlo Barela, Francisco Apo:lara
pp
ons of complexion y Molina, Justo Gutierrez. Amador
bini's own
8,433.80
items on lianl
improves
cream builds ir the skin and
MexNew
Albuquerque,
of
Sanchez,
all
guaranteed
the comple.v'.on, and are
$C7,903.90
not to be injurious. She also prepares ico.
County
Mexico,
of
New
Territory
protest
of
person
who
to
Any
desires
prevecs
a bair tonic that cures and
Bernalillo ss.
dandruff And bair falling out; restores against the allowance of said proof,
I. W. H. Gillenwater. Secretary of
lite to dead hair; removes moles, or who knows of any substantial reawarts and superfluous bair. Give her son under the laws and regulations of the above named association, do sola trial, tone also has a very fine tooth the interior department why such emnly swear that tho above statement
powder, which she guarauteta to be
be U true to the best 'of my knowledge
free trom all metallic substances, it proof should pot be allowed will
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums given an opportunity at the above men- and belief.
W. H. GILLENWATER.
and makes the teeth clean and white, tioned time and place to cross examine
Secretary.
it la highly recommended by all first the witnesses of Bald claimant, and to
to before me,
c'at dentists. Also a face powder, a offer evidence In rebuttal of that sub- ...Subscribed and sworn
1 Qff)
- .. . . .
freckle cere, and pimple cure, and pile mitted by claimant.
hub, tue first day or uciuum.
cure. All of these preparations are
CLAYTON.
W. MOOltE
MANUEL R. OTERO,
purely vegetable compounds Give tier
Notary Tublic.
Register.
a trial Automatic telephone i'JQ.
10-1- 8

....We're Up Against It....
The fact that our new Fall and Winter stocks are far and way larger than those with
which we ever before commenced a season and the further fact that we havn't any
room to display them these conditions have made this sacrifice of values an imperative necessity but, when a thing must be done, we do it without considering
consequences. THIS SALE WILL LAST JUST SIX DAYScommencing Monday,
October 13th, at 8 a. m., and will close on Saturday night, October 18th.

Tho Store tho People TalkAbout
Cosmopolitan

Mail

Paper

Orders

Patterns U,v
None Higher

The strike, has cost the miners 129,'
350,000. and the operators $68,800,000
Add both together and you will get
what the strike will cost the people.
paramount istjue in

The tariff Is the
New Mexico. We can exist under a
territorial form of government, but
cannot live under the democratic free
trade system.
--

"The ma a in the moon" certainly
aaw something naughty in this city
last night, and about 11 o'clock hid his
face in deep obscurity. . The eclipse
was a grand success.
El Paso has a ball team that la hard
to beat. They have played three gamea
in this city without an error, and have
outclassed the Albuquerque National
league team in each game. It la no
disgrace to be beaten by such excel
lent players.

It was Impossible to get the news
paper men to attend the annual meet
In of the Territorial Press asBocla
tion. President Montoya tried twice
to get a meeting, but failed in each in
stance. He has adjourned the meet
ing until next January.
The Laa Vegas Record says: "TMe
Albuquerque Citizen of Monday waa a
line, illustrated edition, very attractive, and full of interesting information about that city and New Mexico.
Albuquerque's newspapers appreciate
the generous support they are receiving from the busincBS men of that
town."
In which the great
hotel haa been conducted during the fair certainly rcflocta credit
upon the executive ability of the manager, Mr. Klooz. The Harvey system
made no mlstako In their Belection for
The Citizen
this arduous pcsitlon.
baa beard many complimentary statements from vlsitias guests relative to
the up to datent ss of everything aUiut
this inagniflcent hostelry.

The manner

Mr. Fergusson made n big political

mistake lu accepting the democratic
Antonio Joseph was the
nomination.
llrat choice of the convention, but see-

cou-Unue- s

2.4'-Yi-

ens-bun-
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Promptly
Filleil

T.w.lS.'- '
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LEON D.OTERN.Proprietop

XlcinfC?

invited
corly
your headquarters

aro

to make this
store
while in the
city" Make use of our telephone and free parcel check room.
Arrange to meet your friends Ik re. Como in as often as
you please. You ar welcome.
0U

EL PASO,

903

I

What Does It Mean, Anyway?
I"

"VI

1

The Las Vegas Optic wails over the
republican harmony lu Santa Fe, and
ahows signs of revising Its good opin
ion of Mr. Catron.

w

wear for men, women and cl.ildn n, fish from the
makere, in which the greatest values and the grandest bargains of this age will run riot throughout
the store. We own up
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Paso

THE $20,000

Carnival

Midwinter

JANUARY

13-1-

7,

1903,

Is the Next and Greatest Holiday Event of the Great Southwest

BE THERE! SEE

BT!

Airship and Baloon Race for Points!
Bull and Lion Fights!
Flower Paradas!
Dazzling Night Electrical Pageants!
Marvelous Midway!
ows Alone Worth tho Railroad Fare!
F
Four American Bands!
Mexican Military Bands!
2,500 World's Championship Rock Drilling Contest
Ore Concentrating Tests! Irrigation Pump Tests!
Championship Base Ball Series! Championship Gun Club Shoot!
Imposing Parades! Uncle Sam's Soldiers!
See It!
Be There!
.

Reduced Rates. Ml Railroads.
II. C. LOCKWOOD, Director General.

Rcmbcr the Dates.
M'.NJ. M. MASSEY, Secretary.
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SOUTHWESTERN

Brewery and Ice Company
INCORPORATED 1885
The first brewery In Albuquerque
was built by Ferdinand Selva, In 1885,
and two years later the Southwestern
Brewery & Ice company was organized
and Incorporated to succeed to the
business. In 1889 and 1890, respectively, Jacob and Henry Loebs, formerly
of the great breweries of St. Louis,
came to Albuquerque and purchased
the local brewery.
The plant was originally small, but
its capacity was adequate to every demand, and It was not until after the
Loebs became Interested In the business that it grew to proportions demanding an expansion of facilities. In
1898, less than ten years after they
purchased the original plant, the Loebs
laid the foundations for their present
imposing buildings, and the old brewery and ico plant were abandoned immediately upon completing and equipping the buildings.
As it stands today, the brewery is
the finest in the southwest. It has a
capacity of 40.000 barrels of beer per
annum, and the ice plant has a capacity of thirty tons a day, besides refrigerating the company' cellars, etc. The
buildings are handsome brick structures, resembling the great breweries
of the east, and the equipment is modern throughout. A bottling plant is
maintained in connection, and has a
bottleB per
capacity of a thousand
hour. A feature of this plant is the
bottle washer, by
new automatic
means of which 30,000 bottles a day
may be thoroughly cleansed. This machine washeB sixteen bottles at a
time, and was installed at a cost of
$500.

The brewery and ice plant, with the
grounds, cover more than half a block,
and, being immediately on the railroad
track, are advantageously situated for
forwarding.
The company receives
patronage from all over New Mexico
and Arizona, and the item of transfer
salvage is an important consideration.
Beer and ice are shipped as far as
Kingman, Ariz., on the west, south to
El Paso, Demlng, Silver City and Tuc
son, and north into Colorado.
In view of the fact that many brew
ers, owing to the high price of malt,
substitute inferior ingredients, it is
well to state that the Southwestern
Brewery & Ice company does use malt
and rarely has less than 1,500 bushels
on hand. No adulterants are used,
and the result is apparent in the brew,
which is of clear amber color, of su
perior flavor and pf the highest grade
of excellence.
The process of brewing is no less interesting than instructive, and, as the
general public is not Informed on the
subject, it may be well to present an
explanation herewith. The process begins in the brew bouse, which, in the
instance of the Southwestern Brewery
& Ice company, is a three-storstructure. On the top floor is a mill for
grinding the malt; immediately uuder
this is the malt hopper, beside which
is a hot water tank, and below these
is the masu tub, which has a capacity
of 126 barrels. The mash tub is on the
ground floor, where are also the engine
and a large kettle.
After the malt has been ground, the
water in the hot water tank is heated
and a certain portion turned Into the
mash tub. The mash machine is then
started and trie proper amount of
ground malt is let in through the hop
per, which communicates
with the
mash tub. After about a half an hour
of stirring with the great steam rake,
which is the feature of the mash ma
chine, the mash is allowed to settle.
After an hour more water, of a higher
temperature than that first admitted,
is let into the mash tub, anu the mash
machine is started again. This time
it ruus only a quarter of an hour, after
which the mash is heated by steam to
its final temperature. The. mash machine is then put in motion for another
twenty minutes, after which the mash
The malt
has a rest of an hour.
"wort," or extract, is then pumped
into the brew kettle, in which there
is a steam coll, and after being boiled
for two hours and a half, hops are
added in three different portions.
After the boiling is finished the mash
tub Is cleaned out, and tne hop wort
is drawn ot into that receptacle, from
which it is pumped up to the surface
cooler, in an adjoining structure, and
thence to what is known as a baudelot
cooler.
From the coolers the liquid passes
to the settling vat, which is on the
fourth floor of the main structure.
When it has thoroughly settled it is
drawn off to the fermentation vats on
the floor below, where the temperature
is a tew degrees lower than on the
fourth floor, which is kept at about 41
degrees F. There are a great many
vats in the fermentation room, filled
wuu beer in the various stages of fermentation, and as rapidly as the liquid
is thoroughly fermented it is drawn off
to the Huh vats on the second floor,
where the temperature Is still lower,
for maturing. From this room the
beer passes to immense vats in the
cold storage room, on the ground floor,
where the temperature is only a few
degrees above freezing. These vats
contain about 75,000 gallons of beer,
and are the source from which the
supply is drawn from for the daily
shipments and deliveries.
The entire process, from the brew-hous- e
to the cold storage cellars, requires about six months, practically
all of which time is spent in the maturing vats. The quality of the brew
is determined not only by the ingred
y

ient and the proportions in which
they are mixed, but, as well, by the
temperature's maintained during the
various stages of the process.
The company brews three or four
s
times a week and fully
of
the output is shipped to points outside
of Albuquerque. The leading commercial brand is "Plleencr," and It has a
wide sale in Albuquerqu, being handled by the Alvarado and other fine bars
of the city, besides being sold exten-tivel- y
to the family trade; but the
Bavarian and Bohemian beera brewed
by the company are quite as popular
among connoisseurs, and "Culmacher,"
a very dark beer, is extensively used
as a tonic.
The new Ice plant was built the
present year. A fine "Vilter" compressor has been installed. Double distilled water is used for making the ice,
and the blocks arc frozen in deep cans
of 400 pounds capacity. The cans are
submergeu In brine through which
ammonia pipes are run, and a traveling crane is run over the cans to lilt
them when the blocks are solid. As
aiovc stated, the capacity Is thirty
tons a day besides the refrigeration of
the company's cellars.
Jacob and Henry Loebs are natives
of Bavaria, but have been in the United States since boyhood. They are experienced brewers and do their own
brewing. In a few years, by industry
and honorable dealing, they have built
up a business that 'covers the entire
southwest with its trade, and, beginning with a primitive plant, have
erected a modern brewery and ice factory valued at upwards of $100,000.
two-third-

WILLIAM FARR.

MONUMENTS.

All fctnria nf atnna anrf Mahl airk
Price mndArftU. Rhnn anil varrf n

nar Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
EL (J.

M. U KINO.

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIS1

1
October
all at
hall.
October 17 22, with exception of 20.
Oberly Stock company at Colombo
hall.
October 20. "A Wise Member," at
Colombo hall.
October 30 Sousa's band, Coltmbo
hall, Albuquerque, N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE,
Clothing or Cr

No Shoes,

Agents for McCal'
MH Orders Solicited

Get your hornB, mlrlitons, confetti
and all the latest novelties for the
carnival at Newcomer's.
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Don't put off until tomorrow what
you can do today, but call at Room No.
1. N. T. Arraijo building, Ralph
manager New York Life Insurance company.
Hal-lora-

of your shirt front if we have had its
laundering to do we're as proud of
IVE8, THE FLORIST.
our handiwork as you are of nice
linen. Money Is a good deal to us
Notice.
pride in good work even more.
honest
On account of the high price of feed
We bespeak your patronage and asand Increased cost of production, the sure
you satisfactory results. Special
dairymen delivering milk to this city
on large contracts for hotels,
will on and after the 13th day of Octo- rates
restaurants
and the like.
ber sell milk at retail at 20 pints or
10 quarts for $1.00; gallons, 30 cents.
o

Bring in your tinware and have it
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware

Imperial Laundry
Back of Postoffice.

Bigf Bargains in

dress or length, lined or unlined. In all the latest models and np
Cheviots, Plain Cloths. Huh Yarn Effects, 8 now Flake Cloth,
Fiblllne, Pebble Cloth and Mannish Oaths all man tailored and well fitting
garments In all colors and values tha'. cannot be matched elsewhere
Prices: $50.00, $40.00, $35.00, $25.00, $20.00 and $15.00.
and to start the Carnival Week Sale In this Department we will make 3
special bargains this week.
,
CARNIVAL

BARGAIN

No.

cZ

'

1

Consists of a Heavy Panama Suit, Eton or Blouse, Jacket welt lined, a
tailored Skirt velveteen bound, nicely tailored Jacket, silk lined, in all slice
from 32 to 40 this a regular $12.50 suit Carnival Special Price
$7.50
CARNIVAL

'

BARGAIN No. 2

-

X

Suits, made of various materials: Ettamine, Canvas
Ladles' Tailor-Mad- e
Cloth and Pebble Cheviot, nicely made and well tailored Jacket, lined with
silk, and skirt Percaline lined, moire trimmed and satin band trimming a
regular $16.00 value Carnival Special Price
$10.00
1..
SILK SHIRT WAIST SUIT
Made of best quality Taffeta Silk, made with straps of folds of silk to
match, in red, blue of green changeable or plain black taffeta three styles
to select from, all sizes 82to 40 Carnival Special Price
$20.00
AT THis. 1 nlmMING COUNTER

in Passamenteries, Braids,
Drop Garltures, Pendants, Buttons, Bands and Galloons, In silk,
applique, jet, spangleB, pearl and Persian; all the fashionable colors
for ctreet and evening wear, and at prices marked for rapid selling.
AT THE LACE COUNTER
Allovere, Bands, Insertions, Galloons, Edges and Collars. The
new shades of Arabe, Champagne and Butter Color, being strongly
In evidence.
Special values in Lace Robes, almost ready to wear, made entire
$25, $35 and $50
with skirt, waist and sleeves. See these at
WAISTING3
French Flannel, 27 inches wide this season's Importations embrace the newest effects produced, in fancy stripes and Persian
patterns, make up swell waists, dressing sacques and klmonas
Prices 75c and 85c. Also an elegant line of solid colors and black
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Walking Skirts....

are all the latest modes and fancies

Ml

ZI

0c

'.

Fancy Waistings, 27 lncbei wide, come in corded effects and
25c and 35o
fancy stripes; bright, new colors. Price
Eiderdown Flannels, 36 Inches wide, in a handsome line of new
and
bath robes.
plain colors, suitable for dressing sacques
60c

Price

and

4

lil

75c

SILK SKIRTS

Our line Is the most extensive la
the west and Includes every class
of goods and every style of make,
and all coirs: black, tans, modes,

A oig line to choose from, made of taffeta silk, peau de sole
silk and crepe de chene silk, in all the newest creations, some
made unlinod, some with tight fitting lining and some with silk
drops, made with ruffles and
pleatlngs, in an endless variety
to choose from at
$7.50, $10.00, $15.00, $20.00,..
$25.00, $35.00 and $50.00.

Shoes for
far guests.
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to date cloths

Price

Frssh Cut Flowers,

1

10 and 15 eta.
d Pilled Same Day as Received.

,

Tailor-made-

0
0
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But Everything In the

.rise

NEW FALL SUITS.

D

BE....

NEW MEXICO.

Are most cordially Invited to make our store their headquarters. We will
have pleasure In showing you the largest and most varied stock of dry goods
in the territory. At your disposal are materials for writing,
parcel check
room accommodation, messenger and telephone service, etc, etc. Do not fail
to register your name with us and we will mall you our fashion sheet

Festival Visitor
and City Pat

II

tods Line.
pattern
is,

Dr.

o

0
0
0

THE ECONOMIST

The Economist

street.

Have your measure taken for a new
fall suit. An expert cutter will be
here Thursday and Friday only. Call
Fresh and inspect the line, bimon Stern,
the Railroad Abvenue Clothier.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
and Salt Meats.
William Farr conducts the largest
wholesale and retail meat business of
any butcher in the southwest. He established his business in 1889, and
since that timo has built up a trade
that demands the best of facilities. Accordingly, he has spared no expense
in the equipment of his place, and
there is not another establishment of
the kind in the territory that compares
to the shop and factory he conducts at
217 South Second street.
Some idea of the magnitude of Mr.
Farr's business may be had from the
fact that, to supply his trade requires
the slaughter of eighty fat beeves, 150
sheep, 150 hogs and as many veal
calves as he can buy every month. At
the presetn season New Mexico range
stock supplies the demand for cattle,
but during the greater part of the year
beeves are shipped in from other
states. The sheep are all grown in
this and adjoining counties. Hogs and
calves are bought both locally and are
shipped In from other places, in instances remote trom Albuquerque.
Mr. Farr does his own slaughtering,
and has abattoir Is situated on the outskirts of the city. It Is provided with
every appliance for handling the
beeves, sheep, hogs, etc., and the utmost regard for cleanliness is observed from the time the animals are
slaughtered until the emats hang ill
the refrigerators at the shop. After
ten days in cold storage, meats are
ready for the block, and the tenrerest
viands of prime beef, mutton, pork
and veal are sold right in Mr. Farr's
shop.
Besides the fresh meats above noted,
Mr. Farr has venison, other game,
poultry, fish and oysters in season,
and carries all kinds of smoked and
cured meats, sausage, etc. All smoked
and cured meats sold are the product
of his own smoke house and curing
room, and he has a steam sausage Ict
tory of large capacity. He also makes
his own lard, which Is put up in tin
buckets, bearing his name. He makes
a specialty ef this product, in which
bis business Is so large that he maintains a 1kx factory, where cans and
buckets are boxed for shipment. His
finer grades of lard are equal to the
beet brands of commerce.
He will
make a specialty of mince meat during the present fall and winter.
Mr. Farr's shop is exceptional in
many respects. The average butcher
shop has the odor oi the meat, whether
tainted or fresh, and if it is not offensive it Is nevertheless
pronounced.
There Is no odor to be detected In his
shop. Everything is kept immaculately clean, and the effect is to remove all
factory evidence of the meat shop. The
refrigerator is both the finest and the
largest in the territory. The forward
section has a capacity for half a car of
meat, the middle room accommodates
twice that quantity, and the rear compartment will hold a half car of pork.
All meats are brought in through the
back and are placed in position in the
refrigerator by Wing suspended on
hooks attached to rollers on overhead
rails and being pushed along until the
desired spot is reached, where they are
left.
William Farr Is a native of Missouri,
but lived nearly all his life until he
came to Albuquerque, in California.
He has been here for twenty years,
and during that time has built up a
trade that covers the entire territory
and a portion of Arizona. He is a man
public spirit, and
of praiseworthy
takes the initiative in all enterprises
designed for the public weal.
'

Tou can spend many half hours
pleasantly at Newcomer's book store,
postoffice.
The Las Vegas Optic says: W. R. next door to
Dodge left today for Albuquerque. He
Now is your opportunity to get a
last night put In the electrical connec- new fall suit or overcoat made to
tions for the automatic piano at Mack-el'- s measure. An expert cutter is here
pavilion. He bought the hydro- to measure you. We guarantee a fit.
carbon lamps In this city and Albu- SIMON STERN, the Railroad Avenue
querque, and will start with them In a Clothier.
few days for the City of Mexico.
MONEY TO LOAN.
November 6th and 9th is to be obOn dUraonus, watcnes, etc.. or any
served this year throughout
the ood security; also househoVd goods
world as a week of prayer for young itored with me; strictly confidential.
men. Special sermons to young men Highest cash price paid for household
will be preached in the churches and goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WH1TTEN, 114 Gold avenue
prayer meetings held each evening.
Mrs. Frank Knobloch and other
Acorn base burners. The world's
popular folks from Magdalena are in standard. Whitney Corr.apny.
city
they
seem to be enjoying
and
the
o
Home made bread, cakes and pies
themselves.
E. S. Waddles, the St. Joseph, Mo., at Mrs. Ackers, 601 Keleher avenue.
commercial traveler, shaped his trip
Hot chocolate, ice cream and Ice
so as to take In the big fair.
cream sodas. Delaney's.
E. W. Dillon and wife, of Chllili. are
o
Deming water is chemically pure-eq-ual
here to epend the entire week.
to Poian 8prlngs.
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Demlng water and pure ozone make
Homestead Entries James C. Mar- strong and healthy people.
o
tin, of Magdalena, 160 acres, Socorro
Carpenters" and machinists' tools of
county.
all kinds. Albuquerque Hardware
Territorial Funds.
company.
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
today received $17 from the sale of
ivottca.
The Rico Cafa serves the best meal
compiled laws.
In the city at 16 and 25 cents. Short
orders. 6 cents up. 111 North First
COMING EVENTS.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

3

8PECIAL
Silk Skirt, made like cut here
Illustrated, No. 880, of a good
quality taffeta
SPECIAL PRICE $12.50
CLOTH DRESS SKIRTS
Made of broadclohs, Venetlons
and Mohairs, In habit or Inverted pleated back, unlined and
lined, also made with silk drops,
in all coirs from
$3.50 and UPWARDS.

oxfords, blues, greys and mixed
mannish cloths in habit back and
box or Inverted backs made of
meltons, kerseys, Corduroys, plaid
backs, etc.
Price: $3.50, $5.00, $7.50, 91040,
$12.50 and $15.00.

CARNIVAL

--I I

3

SPECIAL No. 210
Walking Skirt, made like cut, of
a good quality kersey Special
Price
$2.98
CARNIVAL

.
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MISSES' 8UIT8 AND
8EPARATE SKIRTS
Our line Is complete In every detail and we carry the same complete line In Misses' as we do In
Ladles.'
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Fair Visitors are Welcome!
lfPajl

HaitSdjsffoej

Is your temperature going
down? Try overcoat treatment. Guaranteed coure for
cold, taken In small, medium
or long doses. All sorts of
good overcoats from $10 to

fu

m

1 Hart Schaffincr
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Marx
Hand Tailored
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$25.
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Temperature
still going
down? Try suit treatment;
gets nearer to you than overcoats, and comes at attract
Ive prices. Good sorts marked from $10 to $22.50.
Your temperature gone
down as far as it can? NOT
Try our good, warm under
wear, all kinds, styles and
grades from $1 to $9 suit
There! We have made you
comfortable at last ana you'll
so all winter.
Pocketbook l.n't hurt much
either, is it ?
Elk and Eagle neckties for
sale in our store.

.COME AND SEE.

Ladi

'and

Children's Shoe3.
For These Bargains, See

W M.

GHAPLIN

DON'T FORGET TIIEPLACE.

121

West Railroad Avenue.

DUNLAP HAT6

Suits Made tn Order...

--

HAWES $3.00 HATS- HATS.

Ml.

.
--

STETSON STIFF

AND SOFT

MANDELL

4

5

THE ALBUQUKRQUH DAILY
tensely practical, extremely Interest
SILVER AVENUE STABLE.
ing, and strikingly illustrative of the
L. E. Carey, Proprietor.
magnificent work the college and ex
rin Display Prpfn i Flm Institution pertinent station at Mesllla Park arc The Silver Avenue Stable was estabat ihe Fair Ground.
doing for the good not of any one lo lished by L. E. Carey September 1st
for the good of
fcrooknf
of the present year, and, though not
exhlllt
calitybut
up
to
fair
th
Tb
the largest establishment of the kind
y thQ Agricultural college, at Mesllla tory at large.
In the city, is equal In quality of equipmoat Impressive
Part, la ae t
ART DEPARTMENT.
ment having some of the finest road
displays of practical educational york
and saddle horses nsed for livery
that has erer teen stown In this city: A List of These Who Made This De- - sters
purposes In Albuquerque. There are
A mrnrtir.tor.Tha Cltlxen made, a
Success,
pertinent a
present abnirt a doccn horecs.lo thlJ
careful Iapctlon qf the exhibit today
The art exhibit at the fair grounds st
aopsnment; xogeinrr wun an
livery
ana- rain away strongly Impressed Is exceptionally good
this year. ,
the vehicles and paraphernalia neceswith Its many Instructive and InterestMr. J. Collombln has some fine oil sary
for their use, Including road waing features. No one can look tver paintings on exhibition.- The one of
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

the-teri-

i

-

-

the Mr college exhibit In Exhibition
Ian without realizing, the powerful
work for good which that Institution
ta doing for the young people of the
territory as well as the work being
'
done by the experiment station for the
public generally. .' , - k
Hie agricultural interests of the college and the Mesllla Valley adjacent
thereto hate sent up a display of apples that will run the San Juan county
exhibit trcry close tor the quality of
Its fruit It ta late In the season for
most of the fruits grown In the Mesllla
'
valley and the heavy crop of peaches,
pears, and grapes, that has been gath- .
red down in the garden spot are not
represented In the fair exhibit to any
extent The display of preserved
Traits, however, from the college,
shown In exhibition hall, ia worth the
admission to the fair grounds alone to
wee. The fruits look even more attractive than If fresh and the method employed by the college, preserves these
beautiful effects Indeflnltelyjrhere Is
a Urge number of tall glass jars, each
containing a different variety of fruit
or vegetable and In each case. h,e Jar
is ticketed with the complete,'" data, of
the growing and cultivation of the
fruit An an educational display ter-of
of the
Interest to the fruit growers
'
ritory this feature Is of Immense
value.
The college down at Mesllla Park
In practical work; It gives no
classical courccs, teaches no Greek
and but lmlo Latin.. It goes on the
This
Wca oT "learning; ly doing."
policy of tic Institution is well illustrated In the exhibit which it makes of
students front the engineering department actually at work. Two students
are to le seen at carpenter's benches
rfolux the attual class work which the
department sedans to all students enrolled therein. Every student In the
department has the use of a carpenter's bench with complete equipment
exactly as shown, at.. Ealilbitlan hall.
Tb engineering department has also
m display of each kind of work dona by
tto students, lncl'ddrns forge work,
machine work, , wood turning, and
tenth wcrk. cs welt as a bcautUul display of niochanlcal drawings. The reporter, wis Impressed with the good
work dona' by at least one student,
Whoce heme Is in this city.
The Important work done by the college In pumping from wells for Irrigation, about which so much baa been
recently aald in the press, is represented graphically in the exhibit ,A
pump typical of the style used most
successfully tn" the. experimental test
Is on display1 and a large chart graph- lcally sets forth .results secured. It
wraa found that the work and cost of
Irrigating from wells was much less
that aad ever been supposed possible.
The college has successfully thrown
a continuous stream of over 1,000 galwell not
lons a minute from a
afty feet deep. With one pump throwing a smaller stream, 808 gallons a
minute were thrown for a continuous
run of thirty hours. The cost of irrigating was found to be not more than
8 cents per. sere for an Irrigation of
three Inches. This particular display
la accompanied 'by photographs show:
lug the pump In action and anyone
' who inspects these and notices the Immense body of water gushing forth
pipes will forfrom six and seven-incget for the moment that he is in the
.

six-Inc- h

.

h

'
arid region.'
The department of stenography and
tvDewritinc Is ataln to the front, as it
usually is with an effective display of
students' Work."; It shows typewriters
of different styles which are used In
Its work at the college and displays on.
the wall some .wonderfully neat orna-mental work done by Its students. At
tention Is called to the ' work of the
department in training stenographers

'

Is both English and Spanish,

.

In wnlcb

work It has been the Dioneer in the
United States and has attracted many
students who have come from nearly
every state In the union. These stud
ents, after becoming competent la both
Enellsh and Spanish, have gone to
various places in Mexico, the Philip
pines, and Porto Rico, as well as the
United Stales, to fill responsible and

Stover la excellent
In Impressionist

style could hardly be

better. The reddish purple t!nge of
the impressionist school Is especially
adapted to represent the glow which
is thrown over the landscape of our
atmosphere at sunset The two pic
tures loaned by Mr. Colllmbin, relics
of the old world, one 200 and thp other
300 years old, have attracted a great
deal of attention.
There are two photographic dis

plays, one from Silver City, by Mrs.
Bryant, which is very nice, and the
other by our local art'.st Mr. Butman.
which shows his artistic skill. The latter contains some very finely finished
pictures of our territory's fair daugh
ters and many of Albuquerque's mo3t
prominent men.
Mrs. W. S. Burke has a silk quilt
oa exhibition which is very pretty. It
was made by her mother when 87
'
years old.
"''' '
Mrs. JcntilJ ' AlbeTtsdn nas'sbme ex
ceedingly nice embroidery. 'OnV Van
hardly realise she-Ihut 16 years old
and bass e rippled hand. She also tias
a craxy quilt dono when she was but
15 years old and is very good.
Mrs. Rutherford has a display of her
hair work which Is very good.
The oil paintings of Minnie Ward
Patterson are very good.
There, are three quite unique rugs
by Mrs. J. Q. de Garcia.
The show case contains some excep
tionally beautiful embroidery. There Is
one piece by Mrs. Saint, a lunch cloth
with a deep laco border and appllqued
rosea. Also a large center piece wltn
embroidered La France roses by Mrs.
Kearns.
Two lunch cloths, one with roses
and one with sweet peas and several
smaller pieces, by Mrs. T. E. Gargan.
A lace collar, lace child's cap and
three or four other pieces of fine .lace
work by Mrs. R. Appleton.
s
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Freoh Candies.
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opposite pofttofflce.
gons, single buggies, phaetons,
STOVE WORK.
etc. Boarders are also kept
Go to E. J. Post & Co. to have your
by the day, week or month, at reasan-ablwork dono and get a good Job by
rates, and receive careful atten- stove
competent mechanics.
tion. Feed is Bold and horses traded.
Mr. Cary came originally from Independence, Kan., where he wa3 engaged in farming, end before opening
the Silver Avenue stable, ran a livery
establishment on Gold avenue. He is
a thorough horseman, and keeps only
good stock.
He expects to enlarge
his stable In the near futurennd add
numoer of horses and new rigs. Call
up Bell phone A22, when you want
prompt livery service.

work.
ny.

s kj..

Albuquerque Hardware comps
o

Gentlcment let us iae your measure now for a new suit Our .tailoring
pleases. Nettlcton Tailoring Agenc?,

e

J.

1

and Co,

H. O'Rielly

Largest Wholesale and Retail
Druggists in the Territory.

COUuuKJOOCXX)COCX)CXXXDOOOOOO
!

We are making especial bargains
for those who wish to prepare" for fair
week. If you wish a new. bed, mat-treor springs, a new rocker, or anything In our line just remember we
have the largest stock to select from of
any firm in the territory -- at right terms
and prices. Call and inspect our etcck

)

The Woman's Exchange will here

es

after, in addition to its ntock of home
made bread, pies, cakes and Jellies,
have a full stock of the Health Food
manufactured at the famous Battle
Creek Sanitarium, namely nut butter,
nuttolene, bromose, protose, meltosc,
sanlten food randy, ' Huller's beans,
malted nuts, granoee biscuit3 end
flakes, caramel cereal fruit sticks,
granola, oat meal, graham and whole
wheat wafers. The public are. cordially
Invited to rait and examine t:ie new
stock; $23 South Second etreet'
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STRONG & SONS

o

Costumes for tne carnival Friday
night. Come early while there is a
larga stock to select from. Open evenings. Mrs. Somers, 224 Gold avenue.

O OCOOCOOCCOCOXXXXXlUUUUUuo

COOCOOCCCCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
FAMICY MEDICI NE8.
Don't save pennies to lose do-

llarsdon't .be too economical

o
Now is your oppot (unity to have your
policy explained, Room No. 1, N. T.

wben yonr health's at 6take. We
sell drugs and medicines at reasonably cheap prices we don't
sell cheap drugs. Anything your
phyglcianf- - prescribes or you order for yourself you'll get no
substitutes,, but the genuine articles, at fair, prices.
Twenty
years', experience in the prescription trade.

Armijo building, northwest corner Sec
ond street and Railroad avenue.
Go to Scott's, 206 South Second Street,

for oysters

raw, stewed and fried.

Masks
Confetti
at The Maze.

at

,

"

-

For Carnival Night.
5c and 10c
.3 bags for 10c
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A MOST MAGNIFICKKNT STOCK 01' TOILKT ARTICLES.
Invitation to Fair Visitors to Call and get a box o
,
Dr. Jos. Gray's Dry Climate Head- ache Capsules.

Home made bread, cakes and pies
Mrs. Ackers, 501 Kcleher avenue.

Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
The Professors Met at the Alvarado Hardware com"ny.
Last Night
Last night, the Educational countil
of New Mex'.co met In Informal session
at the handsome Alvarado hotel, Manager Kloox and assistants making It
pleasant for the educators.
At the meeting last night there were
present Prof. Luther Foster, president
of the Agricultural college, Mesllla
Park; Prof. Wood and Prof. Grant, of
Santa Fe; Prof. Larkln, of Galluo;
Professors Strodp and Decker of this
city, and M. E. Hickey,
'
.'
ent oT the city public schools;
The president of the council, Prof.
Hewitt, of Las Vegas, failed to put in
an appearance on account of the delay
Jobbers of Shelf and Heavy Hardware.
of the train, and in consequence adjournment was taken until this morn
Co? ntc Makers.
Tinners
ing.

OEO...B. WILLIANS.

'

'

;

'

Corner Second Street and Gold Avenue.

PRESCRIPTION DRUQUIST
W. Bail Bm4 At.

ill
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WE HA.VE THE LARGEST LINE OF
.

-In New Mexico Both' Wholesale and Retail
Do not "buy until'you examine; our stock We can please you

J. C.

We buy only In car lots.
5herwin-WH!ia-

....Wiiitnev Company.

Paint Building paper AI"v,oca

ms

Looks Best
Covers More
est Most Economioa) I
I

Wears Long- 8A8I1, DOORS. BLIXUS, PLA8TKB
Full Measure t LIMK, CKMEKT, GLASS, PAINT, Etc
First Street and Lead Avenue. Albuquerque.
I

BORRADAILE & CO...
NEW AND SECOND HAND HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Furniture'
Crockery,
. Granite wear,
Tinware,
Art Squares,
Mattresses,
..-- L-.

DR. B. BARNES

DENTIST

Room a, N. T. Aimijo,

(

t?pring8.';

Albuquerque, N. M.

IRON

BEDS-A- LL

SIZES

$3.00 UP
GOODS
HOUSEHOLD
ON EASY PAYMENTS
I

Subscrllie (or the Dally Citizen.

mlB'

HOUSE FURNISHINGS
New and Second Hand

i
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FRANK

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber. '

Albuquerque, New SIjxi'0

South Second Street

113-11- 7

.

Wm. Farr.

Plumber, Steam and Gas Filters

tnd

Accident to Joy.
Careless driving was the cause of a
dangerous accident at the corner of
Gold avenue and First street yester
day morning. It occurred as the parade
was passing. The Santa Fe float rubbed against a pole on the Grunsfeld
Bros.' corner, cutting the wire used
in raising and lowering a large arc
light which hangs above the street
The lamp descended rapidly, striking
Wm. J. Joy, a switchman employed In
the local yards and two other gentlemen standing near. Joy's face was
badly cut with flying glass. He was
taken to the Alvarado Pharmacy near
by, where h'.s wounds were dressed
His Up was badly cut. The other gen
tlemen were" knocked down," but not
seriously Injured. These facts were
elicited after The Citizen had gone to
press yesterday afternoon and are in
addition to what was published in yes
terday's Cititen.

RADY

to cut for. your table the choicest meat
delicacies-oVtaiaable- .
Good, deal In
the cutting, by the way. Many a fin
side of beef, many k leg of mutton la
ruined by Inexpert work on the part of
the butcherXl jfrft buy the best and
meats "rid cut them up with
skill. Need we say more to ask for a
sample jgrd? 'p

ten-dere- st

-

Casa de Oro.
Rooms with board; electrte lights
and gas; hot and cold water In each
Special rates to permanent
room.
boarders: no invalids: No. 1S West
,
r
Gold avenue, f , I :

f
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oJust received, a fresh shipment of ' No
j.reservallne or colfine candies; alio fruits, flats and oring tubercoiosis
In Matthews' Jersey mil. '
cigars, at the New England Bakery,
Tin, gaivanlzed iron and ceppet
'

or

y

Glasswares r

Hal-lora-

EDUCATIONAL COUNCIL,

G.

Albuquerque N. M.

Cold Avenus
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to lecture on

field.
Seven fcead of fine

L

and

the three New Mexico landscapes done

in the

known Ancient IJriton, as well as
other famous strains. The types of
cattle represented Include Hereford,
Jersey and irtirbam. The rattle are in
excellent coaditlcn ami are worth
rarerul Inspection by all lovers of well
.
bred stock. '
The college exhibit occupied a whole
car in coming up. It is much ttu; largest exhibit ever scut to this city by
nt durational Institution. It is la

Be sure to call and fee Ralph
Visitors to ths Fair,
manager New York Life Insur- will And the New England Bakery
ance company,' at Room No. 1, N. T. headquarters for fine pastry, fresh
bread, pies, cakes, etc. Also lunches
Armijo building'.
Hot coffee at all
and short order.
o
If you want 'tehaMe Information hours. Open day and night 'Also conupon life Insurance rail on Ralph
fections. New England Cafe, opposite
postofflce. Anthony Xydias, proprieRoom No.'l, N. T. Armijo
1
tor.

two-seater- s,

Mt'h salaried positions.
An interesting feature of the expert
ment station work as shown in the
college display is the exhibit of a com-- .
vlete field outfit for the analysis of
soils In the field. This comes from the
department of soil plyslcs. It Includes
electrical apparatus for the determine
tkm of moisture and alkali in soils; a
variety of soli augers for taking soil
sampler at various depths; and a
comnlete set of glass tubes, flasks and
other similar apparatus for use In the
work. There Is also a filter pump for
Altering samples of water examined

cattle are shown
out at the fair grounds from the college herd of cattle. These Include direct strain of cattle from the well
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Tho First of Seven Unparal- le'td Attractions to be given
in Colombo Hall under tho
nuso' cet of the

El Paso Lyceum Bureau

O

il "Fun and Its Functions"

g Entire
Seat j

Jjiiall

ft

20

&

SEASON TICKETS:

Coursa
on sale at

ON OUR STOCK OF

1
J?

SPECIAL SALE

DAY

'

ft

Wagons, Carriages, Buggies, Harness and Saddlers.

(0

y

$2.00
O. A. MaUou's auiU?

Learnanl's

Bain Wagons, $75.10.
Buggies for $58.00.
Spring Wagons, $38.20.
We will save you money.
:

Get our prices before you buy

m
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Korber. & Co.,

ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO.

T

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN FRIDAY OCTOBER .17 1902
THE BAND HERE.

THr'FAIR,....

.

ESTABLISHED 1886.

Crockery, Glassware and
China in all ;its1bf ancbes.
Graniteware, Unionware, Delf-warTinware, Table Cutlery,
Lamps, Tea and Coffee
the beet with premium.
e.

Give tis a call.

J. W :

TK:

VCA.L.ErL

GROSS, KELLY&CO.
(Incorporated)

WHOLESALE

Laa Vegas Mualclana Finally
Reached the Metropolis.
The Las Vegas Military band called
at and serenaded The Citizen office
shortly before noon today. It Is needless to gay that the music was fine and
duly appreciated.
It is to be regretted that the band
boys had to undergo such hardships
as they did in coming.. The hand boys
are In the, best of spirits; They: left
Laa Vegas yesterday morning at 6
o'clock. At 6:20, three and a half
miles south, Ojita station, the train
ran into a broken rail and the engine,
tender and one car were ditched. For
tunately' no one was injured beyond a
few scratches received by the engineer
and fireman. The band was taken back
to Las Vegas disappointed. The citi
zens of the Meadow City decided that
the bond should come to the fair and
Superintendent Fox, of the Santa Fe,
came to the rescue by furnishing a pri
vate car attached to second No. 1,
which arrived here laat night. They
gave a 'nice musical program at the
Alvsrado last night and are around today seeing the sights. The personnel
of the band is as follows:
? H. Ehlers, director and piccolo; Edls
$prtnger, piccolo; B. Anil, clarionet;
G. A. Lauaaie, clarionet; R. Kasper,
cornet; J. Moran, cornet; L. Alvarex.
Cornet; .F. Kimball, cornet; 'Edward
Lewis, cornet; J. Cook, baritone; W.
I. Davis, tenor; B. L. Corey, tenor;
P. Cook; tromltone; E. McElroy, alto;
B. Owen, alto; J, Ortega, . alto; H.
Brown, tenor; H. ' C. Smith, bae? Ft
;
Hicks,? basaf J.' Gallogoff,
The

GROCERS

.

bans-drum-

;,Yoql,H.ide$f Pelts

G. Davie,

aaare

K. C. Baking Powder,

I

a
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FOR YOUR

- Jffll

NEW HOME.

B

anananaaanoonoffonn
Carpets are an lmportanY considera-

tion, and, when on a carpet or rug
buying expedition, ROntib a, good
thing for you to see'our store and buy
from us. Frankly, wtyajt we have not
In thhe carpet and xuL Mii. la not
worth the having. yre would like to
have you put us on trial.
See our new patterns In 'Navajo and
8myrla Rugsthey are beauties.

Futrelle Furniture

. Dead
and Murderer
Then Commits Suicide.
New!York, Oct. 17. William C.
Turner., today shot and killed Albert
Houeea at
Hamilton, of Pittsburg, and W. J. MalALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI lard, In the office of the law firm of
Cantor"
Mclntyre. in Broad street,
VEGAS, N. M, AND CLOR- and then committed suicide. Turner
ETA. N. M.
was at one time treasurer of the Climax 'Bottling company, in which the
other two men were interested and
the three met today to effect a settlement growing out of an alleged defalcation on the part of Turner. During
the conference a heated discussion
arose and Turner 'drawing a revolver,
killed Hamilton and Mallard, and then
turning the weapon upon himself, committed suicide. Turner came from Mt.
Vernon, N.- V.
-- ,
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He Hurt the Pole.
An unknown man was either pushed
or fell off a car returning from the fair
last, night. In falling he struck a telegraph pole and was rendered unconscious for a short time. Some of his
friends came back and took-carof
hlm,4 Dr. Phillips happened along at
the time and examined him, but found
that; the shock from falling was the
only,, injury. He was taken away by
,
his friends.

"r--
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DECORATIVE

EFFECT

:
Is a most Important factor :n the
Jewelry worn, and host results arei
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooch
es, pins, etc- - are of that high arti

.

J

Norris & Rowe's tent was filled with
a large crowd who were delighted with
the performance of the dogs.horses
and other trained animals. Military
drilling of the ponies under commands
showed that the animals possessed an
exceptional degree of Intelligence.
Every feature of the show was interesting and greatly enjoyed by the
crowd.

J

I

and quality found only In Jewelry
ids nnest make.

.'

"

a

o."

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch inspector A., T. & S. F.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Thorn
died of pneumonia yesterday at their
on North Fourth street'. The
g home
funeral was held this afternoon at 3 p.
m., the Rev.- Bunker officiating. InterWHOLESALE DEALER IN
ment at Falrview. O. W. Strong &
Sons prepared the remains for burial.
The Bad news of the death of Frank
A SPECIALTY OF THE
Ewing, of Gallup, has reached this city.
2
The young man was 22 years of age
and was well liked by all who knew
him He had only been sick a couple
USED IN ALL FAMILIES.
of weeks with typbolj fever.
Justice of Peace De Shon, of Gallup
5
OUTSIDE ORDERS SOLICITED
2
j"213 WEST RAILROAD AVE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX. ? was In the city today giving the fair
his assistance. Ho will go to Santa Fe
n it k i van
1 to
YTi yrry
attend the Shrlner's big event.
0XaXJSK)X3aK)USKXJ0X3
Dr. T. A. Warring and wife, of Gallup
are in attendauce to the fair.
Mrs. John Greene and son, Leslie, of
Washington, D. C. who spent last
wtute.r
in Albuquerque, returned to
the city yesterday to escape the chilling bWts of an eastern winter.
. Harvey Powell, in the employ of the
1901
snug
for
business
reached
fancy
coffee
10,000
amount of
the
Our
Santa.
Fe at Ash Fork, is in the city
pounds. We wish U double that In 1902, and in order to do so we are
for the festivities 'and to' visit his
offering the very best grades of coffee on the taart.it at 40 cents per
parents.
pound. Wc are sole agents for CHASE 8ANBORN S celebrated Seal
William R.Utiey. of Ntw York, inEiand and Club House. We also- have a full line of blended coffees
terested in the Algodons smelter
ct prices to cult from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
scheme, is iu the r'.ty, and called at
to the most cf the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
The Cituon in company with A. J.
keep the very best to be had
As to teas. Everyone knows that
Frank.
F. A. Grimt s, of La Junta, a brother
in the territory. .
of Chares E. GrimrB, who worked in
The Citizen office a few years ago, ib
in the city.
214 W. Railroad Ave
11. F. Cox. fc'eiieral agent of the El
Paso-RocIbland route, and R. W.
Curtis, southeastern freight and passenger agent of the Texas & Pacific,
both having their headquarters at El
I'aso. are in the city, and were introARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS duced at The Citizen office this morning by W. H. Greer, of Deming.
119

RERGF.R
jjfligh Grade Flour and Candies
s FAMOUS KMPBESS FLOUR
M'.

i
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Still a Growing
t

A. J. PilALOY,

Frank Tomei & Bros.

,

WW

M 1

:v

RAILROAD

AVE.

Only shop in town .v. .ch employs
first class workmen.
Thirty years' experience In selecting the latest novelties in the
Imported
finest
Worsteds and
Tweeds. Coeds from all tho leading cloth firrr.3 of Europe and
America.
The best cloth display for Fail
and Winter in Mexico.
We solicit your patronage, (en
tlemen dressers. Satisfaction
or no sale.
guar-sr.iee-

d

"Diamond Ice," deliver

CLASSIFIED ADS.

.

gates....'.

.;

'.;,

.1

in

any

r.iuntity and at all times durir.g fire
day. Southwestern Lieu ry & Ice Co.
Deming Is a rreat heul-'-- i roeort
hn n superior la climate for the cure

of imlmoaary troubles.

COUNTY REPUBLICAN CONVEN-

TION.
In accordance with resolution of the
i!eriia1i':lo county republican central
corarriittee, adopted at a meeting held
In Albuquerque on the loth day of October, A. D. 1902, a convention of re

5

Note All classified advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word tor
each Insertion. Minimum charge tor
any classified advertisements, IS cents.
In order to insnro proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than S o'clock p. m...
,.
PERSONAL PHOPERTV LOANS. '

.......

..

ALBERT
-

,

HONEY TO LOAN
On
Organs, Horses,

Furniture, Pianos,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salary. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time Is given.
Wltnout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OCR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,'
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.
L03T
Buncn of keys, about 8 on ring.
Return to agent Santa Fe and receive reward.
LOST Pocketbook containing
rail
road passes, one unindorsed draft
for $200, payable to Samuel Baker,
etc. Anyone returning the same will
receive suitable reward. B. S. Baker.

L03T

FOR RENT.

FOR RENT Furnished room with
bath, nottheast corner of High street
and Gold avenue.
FOR RENf Rooms for re.P.t, jtt 718
iveni avenue.
FOR RENT Five room brick cottage,
Inquire at 218 South Walter street..
FOR RENT Elegant furnished rooms
cheapest rent in city. Postofflce
building.
.
FOR RENT Fine furnished rooms,
from 11 per week up; everything
new; near shops and new freight
depot Antonio Trosello, 10G5 South
Second street.
FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for
light house keeping, 522 West Railroad avenue. Enquire in brick part
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms.
810 South Third street.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
light housekeeping between Second
and Third streets. Call at 203 West
Tijeras avenue.

1

Precinct No. 2,'Corrales

V05 rtilLRuAD AVENUE, QRANT $0ltt)!ritlv$

.v..)

,.'

.
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T romf e Blankets..
Mm

V

n

r44eadiiarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting,, Curtains, Blanketa
"
'
t'
House Furnishing Goods.
.

Now, you will need them, a
the nights grow cooler. The
blanket offerings we are now
making are something no economical housekeeper can afford
to miss. In the lot are white,
and colored blankets, cotton and
bed
down filled comforters,
spreads and pillows, all offered
at' substantial money savings.
Blankets from. 60c to $15.00 a
pair.
Comforters from $1 to $12.50
each.

C
'

'"

.T

r"",1K'

J. M. Sandoval,-School
delegates. " 4
honse;
!
Precinct No. 8, Alameda Melqvil- .;;
.dele
adra Martin,, " School "house;
"
'
gates. .
Precinct No. 4, Ranchos de Albuquer-quDaniel Martient. Daniel MartiSPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO FILLING OCULISTS' PRESCRIPnez's house; 3 delegates.
TIONS AND FRAME FITTINGS.
'
Precinct No. 6, Barclas Eslavio
'
Vigil, at i. P. office i 7 delegates.
Precinct No. 6, Los Padillas Vidal
Chaves; at J. P. office; 4 delegates.
For the Past Twelve Years Optician with A. 3. Aloe Co., it. Louts, Mo.
Precinct No. 7, San Antonio Dario
.307 RAILROAD AVENUE, with B. RUPPE, ' DROCCI3T.
' 'MEW; MEXICO
Gutierres'; 2 delegatesi
ALBUQUERQUE,
I.I
'I
J
Precinct No. 8, Los Griegos Max
? toys)
Erllch, at School house; 5 delegates.
rrecinct No. 9, Ranchos de Atrrisco
-J. Bias Lucero, at School house; 4
OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 187S
delegates.
Precinct No. 10, Eecobosa Pablo
Crespin, at School house; 2 delegates.
w
m
m
m
mm
im a
FOR SALE.
Precinct No. 11, Pajarito J. Felipe
Hubbell, at School house; 3 delegates. FOR SALE A good paying newspaper
plant and job office in one of the
Precinct No. 12, Albuquerque A. J.
most progressive towns in the terriCrawford, City hall; 21 delegates.
tory; income over $225 per month.
Precinct No. 13, Old Albuquerque-Nes- tor
Modern outfit.
Montoya, at Court house; 6 delOwner has other
., ,
Carries lb
'
Flour, Qraio
egates.
business tnat requires entire atten
Itoet eilaive
'
M
Stock
.en"!
tion. Inquire of W. T. McCreight,
Precinct No. 14, San 'Ignacio Nicond Provision!.
Staple droceHet"-- '
Cltiten office.
las Herre'ra, at School house;' 2 dele'
Car Uts a spaelalty.
Imii4 SMitfewveu .'t'j'v
FOR SALE A fine Ait Garland heatgates.
ing stove. Call at 523 North Fourth
Precinct No. 15, Casa de Salasar
FARfl AND FREIQHT WAdONS,
street. .
Pantaleon Mora, at School bouse; 1
FOR SALE CHEAP Horse, buggy and
delegate.
.
Albuquerque
Railroad Avenue
' Precinct No. 16, LfcsfMacltas J. H.
harness. W. C Wood, 114 Hunlng
avenue.
Gu'rule, at School housd; 2 delegates.
live
Precinct No. 17, Pena Blanca Man- FOR SALE About seventy-fiv- e
live pigeons. Address Oscar LI ft re- uel Baca, at School house;
delegates.
ing, Bernardo, N. M.
Precinct No. 18, Cnnot de Jemes J.
B. Archuleta.'at F, M. y Romero's; 2 FOR 8ALE Several oeavtirol homes
and city lots. These are bargains
delegates.
and muBt be seen to be appreciated.
Precinct No. 19.. JMgodones O. P.
O.
No trouble to show property.
See
"
Hovey, at School house; 2 delegates.
Jno. W. McQuade.
V'
.
.
U.
DEPOSITORY
Precinct No. 20, Caba Celso SanWANTED.
doval, at School house; 3 delegates.
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the' Atchison, To-pe- ka
Precinct No. 21, La'Ventana Juan WANTED A good cook, also second
and Santa Fe Railway. Companies'.' ."
Dominguez, at School house; 3 dele0
girl, in small family; good wages.
gates.
$500,060.00
Authorized Capital
Address, "M. 8.," Citizen office.
Picclnct No. 22, La Tijera J. R. WANTED Woman or girl to assist
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits..
.$200,000.00
Carpenter, at J. R. Carpenter's; 1 dele.' ,
with housework a part of each day;
.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
gate. .
116 North Edith street.
vice presiM.
S.
Flour
noy,
W.
Raynolds,
president;
Joshua
Precinct No. 23. San Pedn) Pedro WANTED Two first class carpenters.
': :
cashier;
McKee,
Frank
dent;
Lucero, at School house; 2 delegates.
John Hart, 411 West Railroad ave
--H.
A
Raynolds,
Precinct No. 24, La Bajada J. I.
'McJVlillaft.
H..F.
nue.
Dimas, at School house; 2 delegates.
WANTED Position by young man as
Precinct No. 25, Guadalupe J. L.
office assistant; bookkeeper
and
Residence, Automatic 'PIio ie 299
Miller, at School houses ,2 delegates.
clerk; experienced. Address H., this Autonriatic 'Phone No. 516.
No. 115.
Telephone
'.; 1,
Bell
"
Precinct No. 2 Albuquerque Capt.
office.
A. C. Borchert, at J. P. office; 21 dele- WANTED Pupils In Spanish.
Address
gates.
Prof. Montoya, Old Albuquerque.
Precinct No. 28, Atrisco Rafael
WANTED Family washing, Ironing
at School house; 3 delegates.
and plain sewing neatly done. Apply
Precinct No. 31, San Isldro Ixan-dr721 South Fourth street.
Sandoval, at Leandro Sandoval's; WANTED Family cook for three
1 delegate.
grown persons; middle aged woman
Precinct No. 32. La Jara Ramon
wanting
permanent
comfortable,
Gutierrez, at School house; 2 delehome preferred. Hotel and restau
gates.
rant cooks need not apply. Address
Precinct No. 33, Gonzalitos Jose E.
C. B. Allaire, San Antonio, N. M.
Romero, at Guadalupe Saucbes'; 2 del- WANTED Good girl for general
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD. "''"
egates.
housework. Apply to this office.
Precinct No. 34. Chillli Francisco wanted Two teachers at $40 a
Maldonado, at Mablonado's house; 4
month or better. Apply to Frank A.
'
delegates.
Hubbell, county school superintendPrecinct No. 35, Duranes Carlos P:
ent.
Chaves, at Chaves' house; 2 delegates. WANTED Good girl for cooking and
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO BEARRUP BROS. & CO.
Precinct No, 37. Bland B. H. Shaw,
housework; good wages. Inquire at
at SLhool house; 2 delegates.
Citizen office.
No alternates shall be recogn'zed.
WANTED Ten men In each state to
' Proxies will only
recognised when
travel, tack signs and distribute samheld and presented by citizens of the
ples and circulars of our goods. Salary 10 per month; $2.75 per. day for
same precinct from which the dele
ALBUQUERQUE.
NEW MEXICO
gate has been selected.
expenses. National Soap Works.Chi-cago- .
Precinct primailes shall be held on
Coats, Moccasins, Slaokgmlth
We manufacture Leather
the 2Kth day of October. 1D02. .The WANTED Graduated music teacher
Aprons, and make Angora Rugs.
primaries In prccimU Nos. 12, 2G. 37,
wishes pupils; references given. Ad
5 and 13. shall be held on the date
We do Custom Tanning of Hides, Skins and Furs. .Satisfaction
dress 1303 University Hill.
guaranteed. We pay the, highest prices for Pelts which we use in
m. In all other WANTED Active Catholic lady to
mentioned at 7:3"
..
precincta under this call, the respecmaking our leather goods.
work at home; $36 paid for 12 days'
trial; permanent if satisfactory.
Don't fail to examine our exhibit at ttie fair.
as possible,
tive chairmen, an
John Engwall, Lakeside Bldg., Chishall give nntive by u hand bill posted
cago.
in a public place (.f the time and place
of holding the precinct primary and WANTED By manufacturing bouse
reliable person to travel, calling on
shall hold the sum- on the appointed
retail merchants and agents. Local
day at the hour of " p. m.
territory. Positon permanent. BusiIt is required oj' t lie chairmen and
ness successful and rushing. Salary
secretaries of prima: i s to forward to
SAEPIE 4ND CLUB SODS
$1024 a year guaranteed and all extho chairman of the 'ouuty republican
unpenses.
experience
'. licrnalillo
Previous
county
central committer
Finest
necessary. Address, Standard House
immediately
alt' v l.oldiag their re
WhisScLs,
Building,
Chicago.
JOSEPH BARXriTT. Prop.
Caxton
spective
s.
true and correct
Praaciea,
120 W. 1. iiho.il Ave, Altu ia r
Wines, etc.
list c f d.-l- sates ( . en, said i!bt to be WANTED Five young men from Bernalillo county at onco to prepare for
signed by the ch;. i ian and secretary
government
pobittons in the
service.
of the primary.
Apply to Inter-StatCcrres. Inst.,
Contests, if a:.y. lniibt be submitted
Cedar Rapids. Ia.
to ibe county t:.u
committee no
MISCELLANEOUS.'.:
of
S
the morning cf
later than o'eb..
the day set for in- Hibliug of t.ie con-- i IMPROVED
Automatic Gasligbter,
R.P. HLU Proprietor
.immittce may io
vention, eo that ti
lichts pes without matches; Just
enabled to report n the Fume.
sensational marvel. Sample Iron and B riso Castlnas: Ore, Oral uid Lvinbor Curs; Vhaftia?!!. PoIIeyt,
FRANK
Don't delay; get
25c, dozen $1.50.
HrunEix.
Grade 'ars, Hacblt MctaJ; Oiucidi una lrua
iur BuUdlxs;
Chairman.
some today. Hamburger Gasligbter
Heairs n Mlttw sod Mill Ma;Uurr fiyeclUt.
NESTOR MONTOYA. Secretary
Co., 79 Fifth avenue, Chicago.
rOXJNPRY
sirutt HAlLtkOA 0 TRACSC. VjtCJEh'HJT.
'
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AND SUICIDE.

Two Men Shot

(Jo.

Cor. Second 8treet and Gold Avenue

'...

..'.'

MURDER

Navajo Blankets,
Curtiea Canned Good,
Colorado Lard and Meats.

111

puncan,

,

it., drjto jniajori ArreItcJi,sproperty
man. i

II

drrumV-Jaa-

publicans of the county of Bernalillo Is
hereby called to meet at the court
house in the city of Albuquerque on
the 25th day of October, A. D. 1902, at
10 o'clock a. m. of, said day, for the
purpose of nominating a county ticket
to be voted for at the next regular
election, which will be held on the 4th
day of November, A. D. 1902. The
officers to be voted .for are as follows:
One delegate to congress, . .
.the legislative
Two raembers-.fo- r
council of New Mexico, one for the
county of Bernalillo and one for the
counties of Bernalillo and MrKlnley,
Two members for the house of rep
resentatives of New Mexico,
One member for the house of repre
sentatives for the counties of Bernalillo and McKlnley, .
Two members for the board of coun
ty commissioners, .
One probate judge,
One clerk of the probate court.
One school superintendent,
One sheriff.
One county assessor,
collec
One treasurer and
tor.
One county surveyor.
Five river commissioners.
The various precincts are entitled to
the number of delegates set opposite
each and the following precinct chairmen .ehall Issue call for primaries at
the following meeting places and preside at the same:
Freclnct No. 1, Bernalillo Francisco
Baca, Francesco Baca's house; 4 dele-

r
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OPTICIAN'

EYES TESTED FREE
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WHOLESALE GROCER.
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FIRST NATIONAL
ALBUQUERQUE,
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Albuquerque Foundry and .Machine Works

.
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The Montezuma....
Savings, Loan and
Building Association
220 West Gold avenue,
Albuquerque, N. M.

Its business is to offer a safe

and convenient

repository for small monthly savings and
to loan these savings on first mortgage real
estate on the monthly repayment plan, and
respectfully solicit your patronage.

. . .
A. B. McHillen

J.

Directors

. . .

F. A: Hubbeli

M. W. Flournoy

C. Ba'drldge

Tho La Animas Land A Cattle Company Doing So Will Stock Its
Ranges With Sheep.
The Las Animas Land & Cattle company of Sierra, of which W. 8. Hopewell, the energetic and hustling general manager of the Santa Fe Central
Railway company, was for many years
the manager, has concluded to go out
of cattle raising and stock Its extensive ranges- - with sheep. These are
situated in Sierra county between the
Black Range and the Rio Grande and
are from forty to fifty miles from east
to west and about forty miles from

north to south. The company own
about all the living and developed water within this area. It Is estimated
that there are about 25,000 head of
cattle on the company's ranges and
these will be shipped this winter and
spring to California, where they will
be disposed of at renumerative prices.
Next spring a large number of sheep
will be purchased and will be placed
upon the range and thereafter it will
be used for sheep raising. It is
peculiarly well adapted for this purpose and In a few years the company
will have one of the finest, most
profitable and extensive sheep ranches
In New Mexico.

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

3
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HIS FIRST PANTS.

While at the fair be sure to visit

BUTMAN'S STUDIO

O'

o

Johnston's Sta;e Line.
Will leave every Tuesday mornirs
for the Jemez Hot Springs and return
on Thursdays.
One regular trip a
week and extra trips when ordered.
Leave orders at Sturges European no

JA.

tel.

T. JOHNSTON.

The Peninsular is a heater and
tilator. Whitney Company.

ven-

NO NAME STORE

G99m9m

We also make portraits of older children.

215 RAILROAD

AVENUE.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
. mSSED
FACILITIES

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

OF

...Bachechi & Giomi...
WHOLESALE DEALERS

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies
113

AND UNSUR

THE

ALBUQUERQUE.

N.

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, 9100.000.00.

WE CARRY THE LARGEST 8T0CK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
CORDIAL8 OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWE8T. ORDERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION. PRICES
GIVEN ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENT3 FOR LEMP'S ST.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President
W. S. 6TRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier. W. J. JOHNSON. Asst Cashier
GEO. ARNOT.
SOLOMON LUNA
WM. MclNTOSH
W. A. MAXWELL
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY

BACHECHI
107 and 109 8.

Albuquerque. New Mexico.

13.
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Meai Market
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N. THIRD 8TBFKT

....CONEY ISLAND RESTAURANT....
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IT ST
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COOL,
Eaty to Wear.
pressure oo
Hips or Back.

P.etalnf
Severest
Hernia
with Comfort.

SHAM SMJSACI FACTORY.

VPOMO PHI II

.

PRESCRIPTIONS

Meals

MIL KLEINWORT,

GIOMI

WVWvWVWVWVWVWVwVWVWV

THIRD STREET

and
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Flret Street,
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Our Specialty is Photographs of Children

3
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MANAGER OP

Needing household novelties should
call at the
S

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAlTTsV
TATB AND MINING. PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATE8. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

V

o

y.

i

V

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

Boys' shoes a big assortment at M.
Mandel.'s.
F. A. Jones, t. Ml.. C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant TJ. S. Geological Survey
Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence solicited.
Gentlemen! order your new suit
now of the Nettlcton Tailoring agency
and be well dressed fair week,

(ESTABLISHED 1888.)

,

Fair Visitors
3
o

V OCTOBER 17 1902

1

J. M. TIOORE

Peninsular base heaters burn less
fuel, give more heat and ventilate your
rooms. Whitney Company.
SOu,

1

Oil

' Have your nouso wcu ventilated by
uolng a Peninsular base burner.
Whitney Company.
o
Mrs. Albright
has secured some fine assistants to
caro for her customers during fair
week. Parties desiring fine photos
should secure time tor sittings to
avoid the rush at the Albright Art
Studio, 113 North Third street.

W. H. Gillenwater

MOVING MANY CATTLE.

Near Albuquerque Letter from
Algodones.
Editors Dally Citizen.
Algodones, N. M., Oct. 17. Your excellent fair edition Is worthy of all
pra'se and meets favor everywhere.
We have not seen anything in the Albuquerque papers In regard to certain
developments about to be made for oil
In Bernalillo county. It may be of
some interest to your readers to know
that A. J. Frank, of Albuquerque, and
C. 11. Brlgga, of the Hotel Highland,
Albuquerque, have without any blare
of trumpets secured a tract of oil bearing land within thirty miles of Albuquerque and have purchased a complete drilling outfit which Is now on
the road from Algodones to the oil
lands, six miles dlRtant.
Your correspondent has been over
t'nis field and was surprised at the favorable indications and oil bearing
shale In a big outcrop that shows so
plainly on their locations, and the wonder is that systematic work has not
been done at this point long ago to
discover oil. This particular region Is
thought by experts to combine what
they please to call both the cretaceous
or modern Jura Trias and older Devonian formation. Somebody has slept
over this enterprise or the Albuquerque people would have tested this field
long ago. It 18 well for Albuquprque
to keep an eye on these gentlemen
who do not want "kicks," but words of
cheer If they prove Bernalillo county
to be an oil field of no small magniSANDIA HILLS.
tude.

F
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Mutual Telephone 143.

understrop.
r.cvcr moves, f
I

Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue,

Belen Roller Mills
AND
ELEVATOR

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
BEST RESTAURANT IN THE CITY.
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
RECULAR MEALS Z50,
MEALS AT ALL HOURE
SHORT ORDERS IN PROPORTION.
We serve the bet the market affords both In meats and
vegetables, and the cooking is uncurpassed by any restaurant
In the city. Try us once and be convinced, on tne principal
street, next door east of the St. Elmo saloon. The street;
cars pass in front of our building.
118

o
o
o

o

THE

L. H. SPRINGER & Co., Prop's
No. 1 10 West frold Ave.

3

Just received for the inspection of
visitors a
Cl

o
o1

3

Large Stock of
Fancy Chinaware
TOYS FOR THE LITTLE ONES.
Headquarters for Notions, Novelties andFancylGoods.

o
o
ao
o
ao
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Confetti, Masks and Horns for Carnivals for sale.

I w

it.

I

i

urunsteio ores.,
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

The Only Exclusive Wholesale
House in the Southwest.

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Wheat, write to

o

I.

H. SPRINGER & Co.,

Proprietors.

BELEN, N. M.

JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

WE CARRY A FULL LINK OF

Dry Goods, Notions,

Domestics,
Boots and Shoes,
Furnishing Goods, Etc.

Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention

Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching

.

Outside Orders Solicited.
o
o
o
o

lliplf

We Meet All Earnest Competition.
We Solicit Your Valued Patronage.

501

North

Albuqueroue

Flrt Street

Hour, Feed, ProvWon. Hay

loti & uracil

q

Imported French and Italian
(Joodf.

DEALERS IN

Subscribe for The Citizen

GROCERIES
Telephone

AND

tit.

Nw Mexic.

MOD0RS.I

ITm delivery to

tl

SoUateaUlor
parta of the city.

AutoaJoLlme.

til, 115, ill North

Third Street

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN
EXHIBITION HALL.

TAKE
ALL YOU

WANT
will remind you of

They

HAPPY HOURS.
I will Finish your Pictures
or sell you a

KODAK
TAKE IT HOME WITH YOU

H.

Brockmeier
118

W. Gold Ave.

Visitors Should Smoke,

8

Bernalillo County Exhibit Hall A
Leamard'a Display Jerome
Mining Camp.
While the Floral hall with its exhibit that are pleasing to the eye, the
music that delights the soul is complete In Its attractiveness in a way, yet
It 1 the fruits and vegetables of Bernalillo county which adds completeness and harmony to the surroundings.
A. P. Statnm has devoted considerable time In collecting fruits and vegetables from all parts of the county,
and he feels certain that the products
from Bernalillo county cannot be
beaten. Gold pippin, win?sape, renet-lans- ,
ben davis, an J different varieties
of apples arranged so no to make the
exhibit alluring to all who pass the
stand. Whitcomb Sprln&s have as fine
a variety of bellflowcr apple as are to
be seen. Grapes of every variety are
exhibited from the vineyards at Las
Corrales. Peaches, pears and quinces
and other fruits all took a prominent
place In making the fruit exhibit complete in every detail.
The vegetables from all parts of the
county showed the attention agriculture is receiving.
Large heads of cabbage, cauliflower,
egg plant and lettuce, also large varieties of beets, potatoes, and sweet potatoes were displayed In such a manner
as to convince the people of Bernalillo
county's position In the vegetable line.
Pumpkins and melons that large and
appetizing kind that make the mouth
water are the products which attract
special attention.
No efforts have been spared to convince the fair visitors that this county
occupies a high position in friut and
vegetable growing.

FRIDAY OCTOBER 17. 1801

the Cliff dwellers.
The collection In the museum cannot be purchased. AH these articles
were carefully selected by Dr. Dorsey,
the noted collector of the Columbian
museum. The work of classification
I
now under way and when this is
completed a printed catalogue will be
lrsued describing everything in detail.
New features will be added constantly, s
ihe name Albuquerque Is becoming
identified with Indian collections and
curios. The tourist who make trips
of sight seeng through the southwest,
leavo the city carrying with them the
memory cf having een thf greatest
collection of th' kind in the world.

AfTEK 18

In the Clothing business in
Albuquerque we have prov- -

S

1
"

ELECTION PROCLAMATION.

Whereas, By law it Is made the duty
of the board of county commissioners
in each of the counties of the territory
of New Mexico to proclaim an election
to bo held in their respective counties
for the purpose of voting for candidates for the several county offices for
tho ensuing two year at a general
election to be held for that purpose;
And, whereas, the first Tuesday after tho first Monday In November Is
designated by law for the holding of
said election.
Therefore, the board of county commissioners of Bernalillo county at a
regular session held In Albuquerque,
the county seat of said county, hereby
designate and order as follows:
That on Tuesday, the 4th day of November, A. D. 1902, commencing at 8
a. m., and closing at 6 p. m., of said
day an election shall be held In the
precincts of the county within
the county of Bernalillo, territory of
New Mexico, at which election candidates shall be voted for by the legally
qualified electors In each precinct for
the following offices,
Hall A Learrard.
A delegate to the congress of the
In the center and most conspicuous
position, on a raised platform in Floral United States.
Two members for the territorial leghall, la to be found the noteworthy
council, one for Bernalillo
islative
exhIMt of Hall & Learnard, the square county and one for Bernalilo and
music dealers. The firm mentioned
have spared neither pains nor expense
Two members for the legislative
In preparing and arranging, decorating
house.
and placing their l cc:u :n a manner
Ono member for the legislative
equal to the circumstances and occaof Bernalillo
sion. Pretty Navajo blankets and house for the counties
costly rugs have been strewn In a lav- end McKinley. Judge.
One probate
ish manner around over the floor.
the probate court.
Loyal colors in great profusion form ,One clerk of superintendent.
One school
the exterior decorations and aliove,
One sheriff.
drooping from the ceiling, is a large
One assessor.
evergreen fern. Six large instruments
collecOne treasurer and
and a number of small string Instruments have been placed around the tor.
One county surveyor.
booth In a tastily position. A fine
Five river commissioners.
musical program Is given at this eleTwo county commissioners.
gant booth dally during the week.
In witness whereof I have this 6th
day of October. A. D. 1902, at Albu
ALVARADO.
querque, N. M., affixed my hand and
cfficlal seal.
The City's Greatest Ornament MusE. A. MIERA.
eum and Indian Collection
Chairman board of county commis
Rooms
sioners Bernalillo county.
Albuquerque has every reason to
Attest:
feel proud of the Alvarado, with its
J. A. SUMMERS,
antique Spanish architecture, constiClerk.
tuting the most unique and thoroughly
Try our lemon and mince pies. Mr.
equipped hotel, in the southwest. All
credit Is due the Santa Fe, who so Akers, 501 Keleher avenue.
generously made Albuquerque the posMexican rwwn .. oi. ui endless
sessor of an institution of this kind,
at Albert Faber's. 305 Railroad
and under the excellent management
T9DU6.
of Fred Harvey It is complete in all
Dentin, tbe coiuiug city of New
its appointments.
But their ambition
was higher than the building of a beau- Mexico.
tiful hotel, and in consequence a buildexpert
cutter representing
An
ing containing an unrivalled Indian Lamb & Co. will be with us Thursday
collection and museum, which any of andn Friday. It will be a good opcur great cit'.es would be proud of, portunity to have your measure taken
were installed.
tor a fall suit or overcoat. We guarFred Harvey is to be complimented antee a fit. SIMON STERN, the
in collecting with Judicious care, arti- Railroad Avenue Clothier.
o
cles of such great rarity and variety,
The thrifty buyer know that the
moct of which some of our national
miueums would consider splendid ac- "Lion Store" is the money saving spot.
Where else on this green earth can
quisitions.
The collection rooms are unique on you buy the finest $1.50 men's shirts
account cf the artistic arrangement at 48c. The Lion Store.
of a great variety of rare and valuable
blue enameled
Have you seen
articles. This beautiful and artistic steel ware at the that
Albuquerque Hardeffect undoubtedly could only be ob- ware company's store. It la the most
tained through selection from a largo beautiful and ornamental ware ever
and valuable stock.
seen in Albuquerque,
The arrangement of the general display room appeals to the artistic sense
Cold Storage.
Large blankets of
Having completed our extensive Ice
of every visitor.
the characteristic designs of the In- plant, we have plenty of cold storage
dians are arranged !n a striking man- room and are ready for orders from
ner on the floor; large tables are cov- those desiring cold storage. We can
ered with pottery made by th? differ- give any desired temperature from 50
Southwestern
ent tribes; the wails are adorned with degrees to freezing.
rare old blankets, baskets, beaded Brewery and co company.
it
wearing apparel, etc., so arranged as
STOVE WORK.
to make this room a most beautiful
Go to E. J. Post & Co. to have your
sight.
stove
work done and get a good Job by
The next room which Is of particular
Interest In this locality is the Spanish competent mechanics
iis'Tihe iv The LUlly Cltlzcu.
room, which contains articles of great
est vaiue from old Spanish missions
MADAME PHILIPPS.
old tapestry, swords. Maximilian china
Will Close Out October 18.
and many other articles used by the
Spanish in bygone days.
A room containing relics from Samoa. Mauri, Prit'sh New Guinea and
other of the South 3ea Islands is a
great attraction for those who are
more familiar with our ov.n Indian production.
Large cupboards filled w'th a great
variety of Navajo blankets intersected
by cozy corners decorated with Indian
No. 21s South Second Street.
war bonnets, beadrd lcg.ins, wam Is closing out her hair dresbing and
pum bags and other articles which at manicuring parlors.
Switches, wigs
some time adorned the groat warriors and bangs, powders, cream and hair
and their so.uaws con: titute the artis- tonic all will be sulil at a great sacri-- i
tic arrangement of the modern blanke t flc.
wa-rlo-
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.Manufactured by

..Kirster Bros..
550 South Second Street
OUTSIDE ORDERS SOLICITED

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

11.

ALBUOUERQUE

Planing Hill

Co.,

'MANUFACTURERS OF

.

Sash. Dcois, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures.

2

2

Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kind to Order.
Mall Order Solicited.

A

xeoooo

oo.-- momoooooom

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTiaE, Proprietors

3

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WINSS & COGNAC
Th Coolest and Highett Grade of Lager served.
t a no Beat Imported and Domestic Cigar

cmo9jmcomoomomomo9omomoomDmomomomomo9090mcmom6m
We make tbe beat door and window
screens. They are far superior to any
made in the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
T. Telephone No. 463.

The Union
Market
S07 West Gold Avanua.

Mc8padden-8prlnge-

Transfer

r

Co.

Haul anything.
Let us haul your trunks,
o

Plumbing.
We have added a plumbing depart
ment and tin shop to our business.
When you have anything In this line
to be done see us about it before placing your order. Albuquerque Hardware company.
t
o

Let us figure on your plumbing.
buquerque Hardware company,

Al-

o

teh?

f

(Homestead Entry No. 5962.)
Notice tor Publication.
Department of the Interior, Iand Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 11, 1902.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before Probate
Clerk of IlernaUllo County at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Novemltf-- 17,
1902. viz.: John H. Smith, for the E4
of NV4 and EVi of SW'U of Sec. 25,
r

kVn.. GOETTINO

CO, Proprietors

T. 9 N., U. 2 E.

He names the following witnesses
AH kinds of Frcsn Meats handled. to prove his continuous resilience upon
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Bangage making a specialty.
Joseph Farr, of Albuquerque, N. M.;
1932 Clarence A. Hudson, of Albuquerque,
1882
N. M.; Manuel Chavez y Turrieta, of
Albuquerque. N. M.; James It. Bing- room.
The beautiful decorations of the
ham,
of Albuquerque, N. M.
room containing old blanket:;, pottery,
8ole agents far oasino and Ova bland
P.. OTERO, Register.
MANTEL
Canned Goods. Dealer lc
etc.. is about to be dcspoU d to make
o
weavMiss Philbrick's kindergarten is now a place for the Indian blanket siiver-tr.iitbStaple and Fancy Groceries
j
ers, bask t and pottery maker?,
buildlocated
Commercial
in
club
the
street.
214 South Second
workskilled
Indian
and
other
ing.
oc
Best
Creamery
Putter
In addition to the kindergarten a
HUlsboro
earth
few pupils may be taken in the pri- men, who are to become an important
delivery.
Kre
Ordera aoileltnd.
mary and intermediate grades. A con- feature of this department.
In addition to this there 13 the ethveyance will call for pupils living In
Excellent Dinners.
nological
and archeological museum,
Highlands.
the
Miss Heimbeck has
The Columbus hotel. 204 South Sec- charge of the singing, which is such a which contains specimens relating to
ond street, upstairs, has an established prominent feature in the
the life and customs of Western Amerbest
reputation for first class dinners, famican Indians, past and present, and
ily style.
Mrs. G. E. Hopkins, pro
also the prehistoric pottery and other
prietress.
Keep your eye ou Iteming.
articles excavated from the ruins of

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

s
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Men

Fully guaranteed

k
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MRS. JANE HOPKINS"

W Mm

1

f OH BOYS

SCHOOL SUITS AND OVERCOATS

Suits $2.50 to

"fd

stu
I Jffi

$10-Ne- ver

Rip.

Walkover Shoes for Men,
Rex Shoes

$3.50 and
$4.

for Boys, all $1.50.

YOUNG'S STIf f HATS,

$3 and $4

Sfiawknit Hosiery, 25 cents.

I

Stetson Hats

A

All Grades

Monarch Shirts, $1.25 to $1.75.

'

UNDERWEAR, TRUNKS AND GRIPS

I

LL

P

WASHB RN
122 S.

Second St.

aBto.tooeoeotorotQooto

7a--Ijt- y

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

h

en that the following brands
of Merchandise are the very
bestandwe recommend them
J
to you , . t .
Stein Bloch Clothing for

to-wi-

I

IMS' EXPERIENCE

C.

A. HOD S.OK,
DEALER IN

New Styles
New Designs

--

ionrnnenntnninno3(
ai6si6c6e6oe64eo6e6oe'6e6e5eieoe(ieJe'de6e6ei6ecieceaC:'oeiS.

THIS MEANS

Right Styles, Right Prices.
Send your Orders and they will be promptly attended toj

C. A. HUDSON,
118

North Seccnd Street,

Albuquerque, N. Al.
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Opsn Houses.'

Local Happenings j

17 190!

The Elks and the Eagles wilt keep
open houses toalght to their visiting
brothei s at the club rooms. They are
royal entertainers exU something will
'

ba on tap.

'

.

'

Clg

Thing" at Colombo hall
TheDr. Edith S. Halg, of Peoria. 111., ac-- 1
A. H. RoUihjr, of S:!vrr City. !a numThursday
October 1C. " '3
ntsht.
companied by Mrs. Clarence Tenyck, bered among these from the touth.
-- oMrs. H. II. Howard mil J. R. Urs'.itr
left last night for Kansas City. The
"The Els Thing" at Colombo hall
and wile, of Saa Marclal, linger In the Thursday night, October Ifi.doctor was here the past few weeks.
J. I j. Miller, ft telegraph operator, ex- city. . They ore pleaded visitors.
o
Take bos of Gunthcr"s candy home
pects to leave tonight for Upham, N.
w.
v.
Cental
Woivin,
:
Newcomwith yen, to o had only
M., where he accepts a position with
,
,

.

r.

FIT,
STYLE,
WEAR
NO DOU8T
LOOKING

IN

FOR

FOOT-

Saddle

Horses

--

OOODOOOCCOOOOOOOOftO
THAT'S CERTAINLY GOOD

O

COFFEE.

Couldn't be otherwise If bought of J.
Eell & Co. We have several grades,
as a matter of course some cheaper
th&n others; hut each one Is the best
any honest dealer can afford to sell for
the money. For Instanr e. Mocha and
Jnva and our Hawaii, and they're well
worth the money we ask.

L. BELL & CO

Not. 118 anil

1Z0

Eout'i Second 8L

T. MUENSTERMAN.
203 Railroad avenue.

..SHOES.:
BEST LINES OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES IN TOWN.
COME IN AND WE WILL FIT YOUR
FEET, SUIT YOUR TASTE AND YET
j
GO EASY ON YOUR PURSE.

CITY NEWS.
In
yyi can buy lets 'or $100
which will pay you 100 per cent, in Ian
Dr-rrjn-g

than twelve months.
tn Deming another

Rood Lotel la
needed to accomcuodHte the enormous
Increase, of popuiattou
Look into KI.')bort's tnarkrt on
Korth Third strtet. He has the nicest
fresi nieata lu the city.
Uk afezlcaa
tirawa -- urt we are
showing a bis amortrntnt. Albert
Fiber, SOS Rallroa) svenue:
Deming! Hav you ieou there? It
not, you ehiHiId gt there for the big
sals of lota on the iTth of this month.
We have Just received a large assortment of dancing slippers, with one,
two, three or four straps, low or
'

French heels, in soft kid and patent
leather. Prices from $1.25 to $2.50.
C. May's Popular Priced Shoe Store,
108 YV'eat Railroad avenue.
New goods arriving fast; something
new daily at The Economist.
Deming will be the great ' smelter
;enter. Two large plants will be Installed within the year.
We are sola agents tor Wheeler A
WUson sewing machines. Albert
306 Railroad avenue.
Why buy high priced lota when yon
can get them cheap in Deming now,
with certain advance assured?
Agricultural lands In Deming are unsurpassed for fertility, production of
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
We carry the largest variety of linoleums and oil cloths in this city.
Albert Faber, 805 Railroad avenue.
Fa-be- r.

so

r
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We Sell
Boys' Clothing

$2.75

to

$3.50

Boys' Neat Cacslmers
Dress Suits, all wool, very
$3.75 to
nobby

$4-5- 0

j

3

-

Boys' Fancy Worsted and
Cheviot Suits, very swell..
..$5.00 to $730
personally
goods
were
These
selected while in the east.
..CALL AND SEE THEM...

WASHBURN
a

o
o
lO
o

lO

o
o

at a very trifling percentage of g
profit. We want the boys'
trade. We aro building our to
to the
business with an eye
future.
' Boys' Scotch Mixed Nobby
School Suits, 3 to 12 years..

!

GREAT-

EST MERCHANT TAILORS. , IF
WISHING A "MADE TO ORDER"
SUIT OR OVERCOAT THI8 WILL BE
A GOOD OPPORTUNITY TO HAVE
YOUR
MEASURES TAKEN, , AS
THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF SAMPLES IN THE PIECES TO CHOOSE
STYLE, WORKMANSHIP,
FROM.
AND FIT ABSOLUTELY. GUARAN-TEEREMEMBER, FRIDAY ONLY.

.

;

Felt Shoes and Slippers
iMtxin all Sizes vvo

.1

SAMSON & CO., CHICAGO'S

'

YOUR

Men's Patent Leather Shoes
$3.59
Men' Vici Kid Shoes
$3.00 to $30
Men's Box Calf Shoes. .. .$2.50 to $350
Men's Colt Skin Shoes. . .$2.15 to 2.75
Men's Satin Calf Shoes. .$1.40 to $2.00
Ladies' Patent Leather Shoes
$3.50
Ladies' Vici Kid Shoes. . .$2.25 to $3.50
Ladies' Dongola Ghoes. . .$1.35 to $2.00
Ladies' Dancing Slippers. $1.25 to 53. ED
Eoys' Shoes
$1.25 to $2.50
$1.23 to $2.25
Men's. Shoei
.85c to $1.65
Children's Shoes
Babies' Shoes
25c to $1.25

.

OF NOVELTIES FOR AUTUMN AND
WINTER, .. SUITS,.. OVERCOATS,
TROUSERS AND FANCY VESTS.
WE WILL HAVE WITH UB ON FRIDAY AN EXPERT CUTTER PRM

n

WEAR, m OUR SHOES YOU WILL
FIND ALL THESE QUALITIES IN
AS TO
THE HIGHEST DEGREE.
OUR PRICES,. WE ARE POSITIVE
YOU
BE
MORE
WILL
THAN
PLEASED.

O
O

GREAT EXHIBITION

1

-

WHAT YOU ARE

13

tt
geon SantA Fe reelfii-clockGrot.t er's bcok stc:e.
the Santa Fe railroad.
bort- 'pboiics.
Harry W, Turner, the pretty little
Vcu can meet your friend from out
son of Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Turner, was
HE WAS TOUCHED.
of to
at Nc .comer's, r.ct door to
laid to rest in Fairview cemetery this
'
'
,
morning, his funeral occurring at Piok(.ocUta Get In Their West-- et the postofflcc.
Yetterday.
Fair
10:30 o'clock, at the bereaved home on
!e at the
Tickets fcr E!U bc'.l for
Abraham Kempcn!ch. a merchant of r.ccncmlct.
East Copper avenue. Rev. T. C. Beat-ti- e
preached a very Impressive ser- Peraltn, N. m., vas tourhed by a light
fingered f.cntry yesterday fcr $50. He
For Carnival Night. "'
mon.
Cc and 10c
reported
McMll-llMaalts
the matter to Marshal
W. H. Earickson,
the handsome
3 Lass for 10c
as tcon as h3 discovered hi3 losu.
Confetti
blonde who has charge of Gross, Kelly
A roll was lcjt by another visitor at The Maze.
..
.
& Co.'s general merchandise store at
Tucumrari, was noticed at the fair .while lctutrlrs on a car.
.
Piccalilli.
A lady's pockethook containing 20
yesterday afternoon and to genial
Mexico Piccalilli rnaJe to order
New
Rilly's credit he was not there alone. cents and a stree t car t'eket was found
any quantity by Henry Goetz, chef
He formerly visited In this city, and on the croun.is during the afternoon. in Sturgrs' restaurant. Leitv orders
at
It
benring
contained
during his short stay his 'friends will
three cards
the
' '
name, 'Mra. W. II. Deeper." The pock ct 1023 North Second street.
see to it that he has a fine time.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Macpherson have ethook io hell at tbo secretary '3 office.
E223BEiflB3i
J. M. Dennli a Victim.
as guests Miss McDonald, of Pueblo,
M.
J.
Beu:i!s, the well known lumber
Co!o. The young lady Is the daughter
and privlng
of A. H. McDonald, who was years ago merchc::t of l'hcnc!(r. Anz., and con,
eon !a the city for
a railroad contractor in the southwest. Ivon Dennis,
Wililnm Beyer, editor of the Santa the pa;t frw Cay-- . LaA nicht. about
Fe Capital, accompanied by his wife 8 o'cicck, wl:l!o in trc reading; room at
and daughter. Miss Ella Mae Eeyer, the Alvarauo hotel, lie took his pocket- We have a lotto sell, Will be
was here yesterday, and all took in the book out and gave his son, Ivon, about
at Trimble's Red Barn all tils
$30 In money. A slick looking man, a
fair in the afternoon.
Week.
Judge J. R. McFie and wife were no- rubberneck pickpocket, was also In the
ticed among the Santa Fe visitors at room and took notice. A few minutes
the fair, yesterday. They will return later Mr. Dennis decided to leave the
Kyds Exploring Expedition
to the capital city cither tonight or to- hotel, to inquire about the train, as
his son was to return west. Just as he
morrow morning.
Accompanied by his daughter, Prof. was leaving a sidedocr he found himJ. A. Wood reached the city on the ex- self suddenly in a jam. In fact in a
"
by half a dozen GENTLEMENI
They will circle surrounded
cursion train ' yesterday.
Call and examine our new fall sanj-ple- s
remain here today and possibly tomor crooks. He asked one to step aside,
2300 patterns to select from.
and as he did so, Mr. Dennis noticed
row.
Our tailoring is unexcelled. This
H. M. Dougherty,' the' popular demo- some of his papers partially out of his
style, price and quality, compels
cratic attorney of Socorro, who was lnsido coat pocket. He then Investi,
you to be our customer.
here since last Monday, returned to gated and discovered that his pocket-book- ,
containing $100 and some valua- Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 8.
the Gem City last night.
Second Street.
Mrs. Lester Coffin died yesterday, ble papers, had disappeared. The thief
aftf r a long siege with consumption. had also decamped. Mr. Dennis called
The deceased came here several at The Citizen office and says he will
0. W. STRONG & SONS;
months ago from Portland, Ore., ac- plve the crook $25 for the return of
companied by her hustiand and mother. the pockethook and contents, or $5 for
The remains have been embalmed, and the return only of the papers.
Undertakers
will be shipped to Portland, Ore., for
POLICE COURT.
burial tonight.
Miss Laura Zlnth and Miss Kather-in- o
Two drunken natives, one Morales
Graves, two popular young ladles
Embalmers
of Belen, are In the city for a couple and Federlco Garcia, came to blows
yesterday afternoon on Railroad ave20 Years' Experience in this City
of days.
Judge J. D. Stansbury, a big Elk, re- nue. Morales was struck in the face
turned to the city from Socorro, and which dropped blm to mother earth.
North Second St. ..
A large gash was cut In his head, and
was out in the parade yesterday.
BOTH
PHONES.
for awhile.
C. L. Doran, the postofflre inspector the blood flowed freely
up,
charged
were
with
Both
locked
of New Mexico district, came in from
being drunk and five days was their
the north last night.
for quarreling.
reward
MONEYIOLOAN
Ky.,
Hanson,
Wells,
of
Trimble
Howard
J.
F.
and John Fay, miners,
Judge
nephew of
L. S. and Col. A. A.
On diamonds, w scenes or any gooa
Trimble, dropped in to the city last were locked up because they could not
Great bargains In wotcn.
Sunday, and was at once put to work give a good account of themselves. socurlty.
every description.
as one of the conductors. Trimble is They were released this morning with ot
a. m.
a bright, popular young gentleman, and a notice to leave town immediately.
209 South Pecond street, tew doors
couple
on
more
of
A
took
natives
Is the son of Dr. T. H. Wells, who was
north of vcatoffle.
a druggist and physician of old town than they could., carry last night and
gave
feelings
In
loud
vent to their
twelve or fifteen years ago.
Capt. M. Cooney and wife, promi- talk and making a nuisance of themnent folks of Socorro, are In the terri- selves. They were fined $5 each.
torial metropolis.
Out Campaigning.
Dr. Richardson is now located at
B. FergusBon, democratic
Hon.
H.
San Antonio, N. M. He was formerly candidate for congress, arrived from
connected with the local railroad
Albuquerque at 1:45 today. He was
met by a large number of personal
gentle
well
a
J. Carruthers,
known
and political friends. He will speak
man of San Pedro, accompanied by his tomorrow afternoon at Sapello, to
wife and Miss McNulty, is in the ter- morrow pight at Mora, Friday after
ritorial metropolis.
noon at Los Alamos, and Friday night
A. M. Case's miniature engine, doing
Las Vegas. Optic.
in
work on West Gold avenue, was struck
by a hack driven by a reckless driver,
Subscribe for the Daily Citizen.
and for several hours last night was
unable to perform its duty. The mas- er mechanic, was sent for, and soon
after his arrival the little engine was
hauling its load of merry little people
The Pioneer Osteopath 0? New Mexico
hack and forward along the avenue.
Cures by the
Benjamin M. Massey, secretary of
the. El Paso Midwinter Carnival, after
remaining here two days and putting
in some good missionary work for the
All Diseases Which are Known as
Pass City carnival, returned south
curable.
last night." He was found a pleasant
Send for Osteopathic literature.
gentleman, and was a welcome caller
Consultation Free.
at The Citizen office several times dur21-23
ing his stay in the New Mexico mee:
tropolis.
S. V. Streator, a representative of
The' American Lumberman, a weekly
Chicago publication, left last night tor
the wiudy city after spending a week
in Albuquerque.
DRY GOODS
A
D. K. B. Sellers, editor and proprie
tor of the Farmington Hustler, is ac
companied to the city by his wife and
children. Harrold'and Constance Sell.FOR EVERYTHING IN.
ers.
A. R, Gibson, the well known mine
operator, with his wife and daughters,
Goods
Dry Goods, Clothing,
is here from Santa Fe, and the whole
party are at the fair grounds today.
E. H. Levy and wife, registering
from Denver, are In the New Mexico
metropolis, to remain several days.
S. l.ir.dauer and F. P. Jones, well
known merchants of Silver City, are
In the territorial metropolis.
They
were pleasant callers at The Citizen

and

,.
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...SIMON STERN...
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

)K)00000000000C0

E. J. POST

&' CO.

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.

HARDWARE.
Amorican Jewel Base Burners, Radiant Home Base
Burners, Cole's Hot Blast Heaters; Soft Coal
'
nd Wood Heaters, Quick Meal 'Steel
Ranges, Banquet Steel Ranges
and Cook Stoves.....
.
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REPAIRS
FURNISHED
FOR ALL

WE
EMPLOY

V

ONLY

;

MAKES OF

THE MOST

1

8T0VES

M

STOVES
CLEANED,

AvL

BLACKENED

'' V

frI
l?P
MpJ'S

MECHANICS

F

jSrrl

AND SET UP.

COMPETENT
AND
DO ONLY

''

G00D W0RK
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Ras-plta- l.

f
PRESCRIPTIONS FIL'.EO BYJ EX."
PERT REGISTERED PHARMACIST.

DR. C. H. CONNER

POSTAL
PHARMACY

Science of Osteopathy

Whiting Block

i

2 DOORS NORTH OF POSTOFFICE.
S. VANN & SON, PROPS.

H

WEN

Shoes, Furnishing

fop

Men, Women and Children

office.

William Hockett, of San Marclal,
came in from the south with the crowd
a few days ago and is still here.
M. Buggeln. proprietor of the Grand
Canyon hotel. Grand Canyon, Ariz., is
in the city; so is Capt. John Hance,
the famous guide at the canyon,
D. A.
Shope, superintendent of
bridges and buildings on the Wlnslow
division of the Santa Fe racific, is
here, and will see the fair through. He
is having a fine time.
Colin Campbell, of Wlnslow, and F.
J. Brown, of Gallup, were noticed at
the fair grounds yesterday.
Juan J. Baca, a prominent citizen of
Socorro, Is among the big delegation
from the Gem City.

...Our

Fall and Winter

Goods...

Albuquerque Hardware Company

Builders' and General. Hardware.

are now open for your Inspection. Largest tock of
Merchandise ever brought to Albuquerque.

.

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.

.

HERDERS

GOLDEN RULE
Dry Goods Company
the; biq store with little prices

HINERS
lZ'J
Z,

ZT.

TENTS

WALL
WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLE S AND CARBINES.
120 WE 8T GOLD AVENUE,

SUBSCRIBE

FOR

Jl.

DAILY- -

CITIZEN

